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case anu
POWMissing Par¡onnel analysts created an eleclronlc database of relevant facb. Thb ever-changlng work¡ng
tqol refloclú ¡ snapshdt ln tlme summarizing data colloctod to date, æ well a¡ anafytical opinionr and fecommendations..
It permlts enallrsts to rsvlow pgrtinent caao lnformstion quickly, updålê eaoh rècord as new inlormation ls collected, end
develop lnvestlgatlve leads. Followlng ls a naffâtlvs of the lnformetion ôonlå¡ned ln tüe otectronlc database on thls loss,
GaSe Sumfnarv lnformation:
Refno: 1329 BIO: 01
Name: FRANCISCO, SAN DEWAYNE
Loss Rank:O2
Service: USAF Slatus: XX
lncident Date: 1968/1 1/25
Vehlcle Type: F4Ð
Familv Conference
Lat: 172059N
Long:1061150E
UTM: 48QXE2720018500
OffrscopeGase: N
PrlorftyCase: Y
Fate Determlned: Y
Case Fleleasable? l-ìEflA(lr
Ctry: VN
Province: QUANG BINH
Dlstrict: BO ÎRACH
Townshlp: THUONG TRACH
Case Su,mrnarv
On 25 November 1968,
{b)
Francisco, pilo{navigator, 555th Tactical Fighter Squadron, 432rd Tacticat Reconnaissance Wing, Udorn
Royal Thai Air Force Base, were the crew of an F-4D Phantom (serial # 66-7523; call sign Grommet 02)
escorting an RF-4C (callsign Grommet 01) on a photo reconnaissance mission, when downed in a heavily
fortified area of the Ban Karai Pass, near the Lao border. At approximalely 1245 hours, as Grommet 01
stertad its mission in the target area, it heard Grommet 02 report that "we've taken a hit." Grommet 01
immediately aborted its mission, but did not see Grommet 02 crash. A steady beeper was heard, whereupon
search and rescue forces (SAR) were scrambled, and wreckage was located on the side of a hill at grid
coordinates 48Q XE 270 185, When the SAR forces arrived, voice contact was sstabllshed with both
crewmen and a pick-up was attempted at 48Q XE 272186, but the rescue choppers were driven off by small
arms fire. Due to adverse weathsr conditions, the SAB eifort was suspénded for the first day. The next
morning, a forward air controller (FAC) was on station, but fog in the area hindered its search etforts. As the
fog dlssipated.-:location was confirmed again, however, continuing adverse weather had
precluded SAR forces from staging nearby, delaying their response time. When the SAR forces did arrive,
radio contact was lost and could not be re-established. The parachute that had been visible the day before
had disappeared. All efforts to re-establish contact with the crew falled. SAR forces believed l stLt Francisco
landed very close to enemy personnel and was detained shortly after the initiaf and inconclusive attempt to
contact him. On 26 Novernber, Radio Hanoi and the Nhan Ðan newspaper both announced the shoot down
and said the two pilots had been captured alive.
Subsequent to the incident, and while carried in the status of missing-in-action, the U.S. Air Force promoted
-1o 
the rank of Colonel and San Francisco to the rank of Major,
t*>tr)
US Government lnfprmatlon
SPECIAL REPORTING: Reported that one pilot had been "picked up in Quang Binh this date," Discussed
Rerno# r32e 
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a¡rc/att commander, and First Lieutenant (1stLt) San
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whether to transport him and another pilol captured the same day to Hanoi, raising the possibility of using an
aircratt to move the pilot. ((Notel the reference to the Quang Binh pilot relates to Case 1327 (Ruhling), who
was transported by air.))
WARTIME MEDIA: On 26 November 1968, the People's Army Newspaper (Nhan Dan) carried an article
congratulating the people of Quang Binh for shooting down an F-4 on 25 November 1968. The article said
the pilot(s) waslwere captured alive. Hanoi broadcast also noted the downing, stating the pilot(s) was/were
captured alive. [Analyst note: the article addressed the shoot-down of the case 1328 aircraft as wefl, and the
"capture of both crews", hence, the total number of captured crewmen is unclear]
APRIL 2005, NATIONAL GEOSPATIAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (NGA) RESEARCH: No usaþle pre'
incident imagery was discovered, Post-incident aircraft imagery from 18 December 1968 proved best fot
analysis. The imagery revealed the possible crash site for Case 1329 in the vicinity of XE 27051842. The
prímary impact site and probable debris field appeared cone or triangular-shaped, The debris field fanned-
out from the likely ímpact site in a west-southwesterly direction, suggesting this was the direction the plane
was flyíng when impact occurred, There were no indications of aircratt wreckage or debris. A possible
extension of the debris field, or possibly a second impact site, is located approximately 140 meters further
west-southwest.
The area (XE 27873 15511) near Kilometer Marker 51 (52) on Route 20 (wartime Route 137) was
analyzed for signs of a burial site, Full analysís was inhibited by the lack of pre-incident imagery. lmagery
revealed numerous craters in the area; joint teams discovered two large craters believed to have been
caused by rocket strikes from SAR forces.
llF@Ahand-drawnmapdepictingtheburiallocationoftwoAmericanaviators(firstturnedover
to U.S, officials in 1995) resurfaced in a letter sent to the U.S. Embassy, Hanol on 2 August 2010. Mr.
Nguyen Huu Ngoi personally drew two diagrams related to two U.S. pilots as he photographed the 3,000th
aircraft shot down and its pilots. Photographs of 30 American pilots were turned over to the Vietnam News
,. Agency. The diagram of the graves of two American soldiers who flew an RF-4C (sÍc) shot down on 25
' November 1968 at KM 54 along Route 20 in Bo Trach District, Quang Binh Province w€re described.
L¡autênant's grave is about 15 to 20 meters off the right hand side of Route 20 at kilometer marker 54.
-rave 
is about 2O to 25 meters from the crash site. Area still has a lot of unexploded cluster
bombs. lt is in the jungle and uninhabited. (BEF: MSG DTG 1017272 AUG 10)
20 January zA1'4. - E-mail Çe¡tâGt: The Joint POW/MIA Accounting Command (JPAC) detachment in
Hanoi was contacted by a U.S. citizen who was contacted by a Vietnamese national and forwarded a
recountlng of the wartime burial of a U,S. aviator. The reported first-hand witness detailed his account in an
ernailforwarded to the detachment, The content of the email was as foflows: "The incident occurred in
August 1968, during the Vietnam War, in the ctucial area of the Ca Rong ford lNgam Ca Rong, vicinþ 48Q
XE2712317132 WGS-S4 datum)J on "resolved to Win" Route 20, Quang Binh Province, Vietnam, U.S.
planes were bomblng lhis area when one of them was shot down. A U.S. pilot parachuted and was captured
by Vietnam's armed forces (combaÌ engineers and ground troops), Mr. Le Huy Chinh removed some
communications equipment from the pilot, Later, many U.S. aircraft attempted to rescue the pilot, but
because they could not contact him, they returned and resumed bombing., ¡ntensely damaging this area and
killing many people, including the U,S. pilot. When all the U.S, aircraft had gone, the Vietnamese forces
began evacuating the wounded and burying the dead. The U.S. pilot was buried directly by Le Huy Chinh on
a rnountain 45 kilometers west of Phong Nha [vicinity 48Q XE 37534 46066 (WGS-84 datum)J, in Quang
Refno# 1æ9
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Binh Province. (Ref: Additional lnformation Reportfrom JPAC, 2206482Jan 14; Det-2lnfo Emaí|, 14 Feb
201 4) [Analyst note: see follow-up with Mr, Le Huy Chinh under JFAs 14-2VM & 14-4VM below]
Joint lnvestiqations
SUM!iARY: This case has been joinüy investigated e¡ghteen t¡mes. The crash site has been positively
identified. Photos have been identified of the wreckage, one of the crewmen, and related lD media for the
other crewman. Multiple eyewitnesses and informants have reported on locations of burial sites for both
crewmen. One site is being recommended for excavation, while a second site awaíts the corroborative
testimony of another alleged eyewitness before it too is recommended for excavation.
August 1989, 7th Joint Field Activity (JFA); Team found the crash site at X8272185, just 200 meters
west [analyst note: should read "eastn vicê "west"] of the coordinates listed in U.S. records. lD numbers on
wreckage aflowed team to confirm tho crash site. Thoro were no witnesses because local people had been
evacuated during the war, and only North Vietnamese Army (PAVN) troops, long since gone, were present.
Vietnamese Office for Seeking Missing Persons (VNOSMP) member Ngo Hoang said someone in Bo Trach
had told him in 1988 that remains for one or two Americans were buried vicinity KM 55 mark€r, Route 20
(war-time Route 137), but team could not confirm this, (Ref: DRI of Case 1329;2309462 Aug 89)
January 1991, 13th Joint Field Activity: Team was told VNOSMP had found information on this case
indicating that an F4C was shot down by unit stationed near "Cau Lang". The crew was a Major and a First
Lieutenant with no information on the fate of either crew member, "Cau Lang" could be a Vietnamization of
Ko Roong, which is a ford at the 52 KM marker and describes the general area. lnvestigated KM 54 marker
(XE 279 156) of Route 20, looking for alleged burial site; found nothing. (Ref: AIR of Case 1329, 27A3542
Feb 91)
February 1991, 13th Joint Field Actlvity: The Joint Casuatty Resolution Center (JCRC) liaison office in
Bangkok provided further observations on case 1329 and the source of information in the previous January
1991 investigation. There was conflicting reporting on whether the suspect burialwas at KM 54 or KM 55
markers. Mr. Tho from the VNOSMP team provided hearsay that the location was most likely the KM 54
marker. (Rel:2607292 Feb 91)
April-May 1992, 17th Joint Field Activþ: Visited Thuong Trach Village; no witnesses, no information,
(Ref: None)
January 1994, Priorlty Case lnvestigatlon Team (PCIT) investigatlon: Vietramese said no more
documentation was available. Said no individuals present at downing were in the province or available for
interview. lnterviews of authors of books about actions in this generaf area produced no information on this
case. (Ref: PCIT Report Case 1329, 0818A?2. Apr 94)
May 1995, Oral History lnteMew: Former Vietnam News Agency (VNA) combat photographer Nguyen
Huu Ngoísaid he photographed the bodies of two American pilots whose aircraft had been downed by a unit
of the 2801h AAA Regiment. Ngoi said he learned right away when the 280th had downed an aircraft in the
area of Kilometer 54, Route 20. He reached the incident site the next morning which was 20 kilometers from
the unit headquarters (14th Battalion?). At the scene, troops and members of an assault youth group told
him about the incident, Two pilots had ejected and landed two kilometers apart.
Refno # 1329
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The first pilot, a First Lieutenant, was captured almost immediately and had been wounded in the leg.
He was being treated for his injury when a rocket from one of the SAR aiicraft hit and killed him and a
number of others. The pilot was buried about 15 meters to west of Route 20. Ngoi asked the soldiers to
exhume the þody so he could photograph it; only the face uncovered, and he took a picture, The body was
no longer intact.
The second pilot was a Lieutenant Colonel (síc). The body was approximately two kilometers
northwest of the first body, ín jungle so thick that it had to be cut away to provide enough light for
photography. Troops had found and surrounded him, but he had shot at them, and they had returned fire,
killing him. Ngoísaw the body lying on its back and took a couple of photographs. He did not observe the
burial but assumed that one took place. Ngoi speculated burialwould have been on the spot, since it would
have been very difficult to move the body, given the diffícult terrain.
He next went to the aircraft crash site where he took photos of wreckage. The crash site was 2-3
kilometers southeast of the second body (Lieutenant Colonel). He returned to unit headquarters and took
photos of identification media that soldiers had taken from the two bodies. He also took pictures of a large
roll of film. He never saw the finished photos after turning them in and never returned to the Floute 2Q area,
Nonetheless, Ngoi believed he could point out the buríal site and offered to help the team find graves. He
also identified the photos of the wreckage and remains as photos that he had taken.
Ngoi identified addltional possible witnesses: Mai Thanh Hai, former director of Vietnam News
Agency in Military Region 4; Lai Van Thanh, aka l¿m Thanh, former chief of Group 559 and vanguard cells
of Military Region 4; Nguyen Van Soan, member of Group 559 and vanguard cells; Bui Hoang Chung, former
mernber of Quang Binh Vinh Linh cell (intervíewed I APR 95); Duong Duc Quang, former member of Quang
Binh Vinh Linh cell. (Ref: OHP Report, 2709222 Jun 95) /.
cÐú.)
October-November 1995, Letters from photographer Nguyen Huu Ngol: in two letters, Ngoi provided
details of the burial locations. He expfained that CISI-prevented him from accompanying the
tearn to the site at present, He repeated that the lieutenant was buried 15-20 meters west of Kilometer
Marker 54. He said the lieutenant colonel (sic) died and was buried 20-25 meters from the aircraft on the left
hand side; the crash was two kilometers from the Route 20 Kilometer 54 marker to the right from Xuan Son.
He provided a sketch of the graves, His second letter placed 
-JGt 
grave on right side of the
aircraft, (Analyst note: these letters conflict with his original oral history report) (Ref: JTF-FA
043 (Letter): Mr. Nguyen Huu Ngoi, 1 109222 Jan
January 1996, Letter from Nguyen Huu Ngol:
96:17O9Q22(u) (" Oct 96; lfR)
Reoort VN95-
toXrT
asked for a
status update of this investigatíon, He said he would to help said there was a marker stone
at the crash site and with patience, it could be found, Finally, he said that members of the 7th Youth Assault
Group were the ones who buried the crew members in this incident. (Ref: 11092?2 Jan 96)
January 1997, Oral H¡story ¡nterview: Tran Su said Mr. Lien might have ínformation on wartime volunteer
youth members who knew of U.S. burialsites. (Ref: None)
.O)tt)"r 1997,46th Jolnl Fleld Actlvlty: Thanh Hoa Province task team leader reported that Mr Ngo¡'s-E
, would beãlfE* and he could not accompany the team to Quang Binh, lf he recovered, the U.S
notified. The VNSOMP provided a written report to this effect. (Ref: DRI on SRT Case 1329, 2807322 Jul
s7)
üay 1997,46th Jo¡nt Field Ac{lvlty Research and lnvestigalÍons Team {RlT}r The VNOSMP reported
Refno # 1æ9
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not keep regular records since they were not a regular unit. Huan su
that the Vietnamese had interviewed Doan Duc Liem, but he had indicated he did not directly observe any
crash sites. (REFr MSG DRI of SRT lg1g Zgïzg2 JUL 9Z)
May 1997, Oral History lntervlew: Nguyen Cong Huan, currant chief of staff of the Quang Binh Province
youth association. Huan was too young to be a wartime participant in the volunteer youth,
the following
Prlntd On:6/6/¿016
He said they did
witnesses:
VoTrong Bao (VoxTrongj Baof)- .e Thuy
Luong Thi Kim Tien (Lwong Thij Kim Tuyen Quang Ðistrict;
it') [ø)Tran Van Xang (Traanf Vawn Xangj) Trach District;
Nguyen Thi Kim Cung (Kim Cungx), øÐñETEtEìDong HoiTown;
Nguyen Thi Nay (Naayj) Quang Trach District;
Ngo Van Truyen (Ngoo Vawn Truyeen), llllE Minh Hoa District;DaoVietThau(DaofVjeetsThaaur),-DongHoiTown.
(Ref: None)
May 1997, Oral History lnterview: Dao Viet Thau was a former political officer of the 7th Volunteer Youth
Company. He described the organization of the volunteer youth and said that 19 companies comprised the
Route 20 "construction site." Before November 1965, what became Route 20 was called the Route 16 site,
encompassing Kim Thuy, Ngan Thuy, and Phu Thuy villages. [Analyst note: wartime topographicaf maps
identified this road at Route'137, which became Route 912 upon crossing into Laos], ln November 1965, he
and the 7th Company began work on the Route 20 site and stayed lhere until July 1967. They worked
between Km 17 and 54. The area was virtually unpopulated due to its remoteness and U.S. bombing. He
described three downings during his tenure, two of which preceded the Case 1329 incident and one that
occurred in 1972.
He named the following individuals as possible witnesses: Vo Trong Bao (Vox Trongj Baof) who
served as the deputy chiet of the Quang Binh Youth Association during July 1967 to September 1972; and
Le Cong Thu (Lee Coong Thus) who assumed command of the 7th Volunteer Youth Company after Thau left
and is a current resident of Dong My Ward, Dong Hoi Town; and Mr. Tho (Thoj) former commander of the
4th Quang Binh 12.7mm AAA company. (Ref: 1909122Dec97\
December 1997, 48th Joint Fleld Activity: Team interviewed four witnesses who had no information on
this case.
Le Ba Cuong (Border Defense Group Deputy Commander at KM 54) knew about five crash sites, but
he witnessed only one incidenl, a 1972 crash at Kilometer 16, Later he visited crash sites at Km 43 (CaseGæ, Km 46 (1 died; I ejected, Case ?); a reconnaissance prop plane near Km 52 (no information on fate
of crewmen, Case ?); and one jet crash at Km 61 (Heard one Lieutenant Colonelejected and forces
searched for him, but Cuong did not know what happened to him, Case '1698?).
Nguyen Daí Nghia (12,7mm Battery Commander, 7th Youth) knew of three incídents: 1) A fighter
aircraft was shot down in March 1966 near Km 14 marker, 2) Late afternoon in late '1968, shot an aircraft
that he heard crashed near Km 68 in Laos, 3) At about 1700 hours on an unspecified day in 1966, a 37mm
AAA gun from Binh Tram 14 (8T14) shot down what Nghia thought was an A1 (propeller) aircratt. lt crashed
in a mountainous jungle area near the Ca Roong Stream and Km 54, Nghia had no information on the fate
of any of the crews.
Le Cong Thu (7th Youth Company Commander) stated that at approximately 1100-1200 hours, in
October-November 1968, his unit shot down an F-105 near Km 54. Also, during the dry season of 1969
þhích standardly runs from November to Aprifl, an unknown unit shot down an A-6 flyíng low, and it crashed
ggested
District;
:ù
rå)
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near Km 68, on the border, in the general area of Nui Dai Ngang. Lots of SAR activity ensued, and he
assumed the pilot was r€scued. .
Nguyen Phu Tho (12.7mm Battery commander) described the capture of one American in 1966
(Case 0240). He described five incidents that probably involved rescued aviators and one downíng of a C-
130 (Case 1807). (Ref: DRI Special Remains Case 1329, 06071 2Z Jan 98)
May 1998, SOth Jolnt Fleld Activity: While investigating another case (1816), team intêrviswed three
forrner members of the volunteer youth:
Nguyen Thi Nay served in the Route'12115 area, not Route 20, with Team 732, (a.k.a. C2, D73).
Tran Van Xang also served in the Route 12115 area, as commander of Team 75. He asserted that
Luong Thi Kim Tien had served wlth Team 73 and only worked a short stretch of road, and would not know
anyhing about U.S. losses.
Nguyen Thi Kim Cung operated on Route 12A up until February 1967, at which tirne he moved to Ba
Trai area, south of Gianh Ferry. From 1968-72, he served in Quang Tri. (Ref: DRI of Case 1 816, 24O7O2Z
Jun 98)
September 2000, 62nd Jolnt Field Actlvlty: Joint team returned to survey the crash site and search for the
two graves. A Vietnamese team first swept the site with metal detectors and marked possible unexploded
ordnance, Dinh Nhot, previously inteMewed in August 1989, said he observed a burning aircratt crash into
the hills near where he was stationed. He did not visit the site until about one month later, and he had been
there numerous times sinee. He never saw any remains.
The team searched the surface of the crash site area, finding small pieces of unidentifiable wreckage,
The area of old Route 20, which was used during wartime, was also searched. Local Vietnamese officials
pointed out where they believed Kilometer Marker 54 had been located; it was now Kilometer Marker 5'1.
Team found no signs of a burial, but did locate two large craters (vicinity of XE 2780 1555). The team
thought these might have been the rocket strikes that reportedly killed one crewman. No sígns of a burial
site could be lound nearby, The team recommended searching again, spending one whole day near the road
and a second near the crash site. (Ref: DRI of Case 1329,2620162 Oct 00) ( b,¡ (rf
January2w2,68thJolntFleldActivity:VNoSMPreportedthatMr,Ngoi
would be unable to attend an interview or lead a team to the burial site. Team could not fly to the site ilself
due to inclement weather, (Ref: DRI Case 1329, 2008122Feb O2)
May 2003, 73rd Jolnt Field Activity: Nguyen Huu Ngoi again reported information on thF case and how he
came to photograph the two avlators, He could not recall the names of the guides that took hím to the areas
where he took the photos, One pilot was buried in proximity of the crash site in the direction of Route 20(NFl). Mr, Ngoi guided the team to the alleged burial site of a First Lieutenant using terrain association, but
he was only able to identify a general area. Mr, Ngoi could only walk with great ditficulty, had to be carried
most of the time, and required frequent breaks.
The Joint team thoroughly searched the area he pointed out, paying special attention to craters. A
localofficialsaid that several recently dug holes in the area were made by a man who was killed by
unexploded ordnance. The area searched included the area around the Kilometer 54 marker, which was at
XE 278731551 1. The VNOSMP reported that there were no persons living in the area at the time. Team
surveyed the crash site at XE 2736418189 (XE 27850 17550 on the map), finding a piece of unexploded
ordnance, and also searched several craters along the road. The leam assessed there was a high probability
of more unexploded ordnance in the area, (Ref: DRI Case 1329, 02090?2 Jun 03)
Refno # 1329
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October 2005,83rd JoÍnt Fleld Actlvity: While investigating another case, the Research and lnvestigation
Team (RlT) obtained additional information that may correlate to Case 0761 (resolved), Case 1105(unresolved), or Case 1329 (unresolved). Mr. Mai ns specialist with
Volunteer Youth Team 25 from July 1965 to early ation on the crash of a
lngoc Dong, former communicatio
1970, provided secondhand inform
U,S. aircraft. While on duty in the headqu arters of Volunteer Youth Team 25 during the 1967-1968
timeframe, Mr. Mai lngoc Dong heard a report from members of the 458th Company that an aircratt had
crashed at kilometer marker 54, of Route 20, near Ca Roong Hamlet, Thuong Trach Village, Bo Trach
District, Quang Binh Province. The aircraft was described as an AD-6 (A-1) and the remains of an aviator
were in the plane. Mr. Dong never visited the site and did not know about any associated grave; however, he
identified Mr. Pham Viet Hung, a former 458th Com pany member, as a person who had visited the crasl'site
and viewed the aviator's remaing, .Mr. Hung resides in hanh Liem
District, Ha Nam Province, Vietnam. (Analyst Note: Both the Case 1 105 and Case 1329 loss incidents
involved F-4 aircraft. The aircraft involved in the Case 0761 incident was aT-28, an aircraft vory similar in
appearance to an A-1 aircraft). (Ref: RIT AIR lor BBrd JFA, 1221542 Dec 05) ( b) {¿r)
August 2010, Joint Fleld Actlvlty 10-4VM (100th JFA): An investigation têam interviewed Mr. Pham Viet
Hung, a 458th Company veteran, who provided information concerning the November 1967 crash of an
aircraft and his subsequent observation of the body of an American pilot near Route 20, in Quang Binh
Province. The hope was that his information might correlate with case 1329. lt clearly did not. Mr. Hung
served in the Co Roong Ford area (48Q XE 279 171) until March 1968. He was not present in that area at
the time of the case '1329 loss incident, his informalion possibly conelates with another case{ållilF (Ref:
DRI Case 1329, 1323392 Oct 2010) (Ð(d)
May 2013, Joint Field Actlvity 13-3VM (11lth JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Team (RlT)
interviewed two veterans of the 280th Air Defense Regiment, Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Dau and Mr, Le Duc Qua.
Both individuals provided information that correlates to Case 1329.
- Mr. Dau, who commanded the 105th AAA Battalion, witnessed an F-4 shot down on 25 November 1968
and saw both pllots eject, One parachute landed near the 1st Company's 37mm AAA battery. Personnel
from this battery lett their position to capture the pilot, Mr, Dau was in a vehicle approaching the position
when a bomb strike killed the captured pifot, and Mr. Dau was wounded. The pilot, a lst Lieutenant, was
buried several hours later at the locadon where he died, near the eastern edge of Route 20. Three days
atter the incident, a PAVN photographer requested the remains be exhumed so he could take pictures. The
body was then reburied in its original location. Mr. Dau knows the burial site and is willing to point it out to a
future joint team. Mr. Dau sent three soldiers trom the Battalion HQ to capture the second pilot, reportedly a
Lieutenant Colonel (sic). This pilot was killed the next mornlng when he resisted capture and his body was
not buried. Mr. Dau has never been to the crash site or the location where the second pilot was killed,
although he was given a map taken from the slain pilot, which he turned over to the joint team. The map is a
1:250,000 scale U.S. DoD Ëscaþe & Evasion Chart (EVC) inscribed "souvenir'at 1400 on 26 November 1968(Mau Than) at kilometer 54, Ka Rong, Route 20, shot down one F-4H and captured two bandit pilots. This is
the rnap of the Lieutenant Colonel staff officer (sic) who was shot and killed on the spot by the capturing
group (600 meters west of the road as the bird flies). C1-D105-8280 (signature illegible) [Note; C1-D105-
E280 translates as 1st Company, 105th Battalion, 280th Regimentl
- Mr. Qua was a communications soldier attachad to the 280th AAA Regimental HQ and observed the shoot
down of the aircratt by the Regimental obsenration station. he saw both parachutes and estimated that one
landed near kilorneter marker 51 on Route 20 and the second landed near kilometer 54.5 (sic), on Route 20.
Refno # 1329
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He heard (primarify from Mr. Dau) that the first parachute was that of a Lieutenant Colonel (sic) who was
killed resísting capture and the second was a First Lieutenant who died in a bomb strike and was buried
where he fell. Mr. Qua knows the second burial site (of the First Lieutenant), located 20-30 meters east of
Route 20 and was willing to point it out to a joint team. He does not know the location where the Lieutenant
Colonel was killed, and he never went to the crash site, (Ref: ÐRl of Case 1329 conducted during Joint
Field Activþ 13-3VM (111th JFA), 2503502 Jun 18)
August 2013, Jolnt Field Act¡vity 134VM (1f 2th JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Team (RlT)
interviewed two veterans of the l03rd Battalion, 280th Air Defense Regiment concerning Case 1329.
- Mr. Dau Van Viet, a former gunner in the gth Company, 103rd Battalion, described his discovery of an intact
human skeleton in September 1969. The remains were in close proximity to an F-4 crash site, approximately
300-400 meters northwest of Route 20, near the Co Roong ford in Quang Binh Province. He left the remains
where they lay.
- Mr. Nguyen Ïhanh Chi related his first-hand observation of the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft in November
1968 near kilometer marker 54 on Route 20 in Quang Binh Province. He observed one parachute clearly
and a second parachute that opened at a lower altitude and may not have fully deployed. Mr. Chi heard that
the body of one crewman was buried near Route 20. He heard that the second crewman was shot and killed
while resisting capture and may not have been buried. (Ref: DRI of Case 1329 conducted during 13-4VM
(11zth JFA), 2108002 Oct 13)
March 2014, Jolnt Fleld Actlvlty 14-2VM (114th JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Team (RlT) met
with Mr. Le Huy Chinh, and former squad leader of the 5th Squad, 5th Platoon, Sth Volunteer Youth
Company, serving under the command of the 2nd Engineer Battalion, Binh Tram 14 (Troop Station 14). Mr,
Chinh related that on a day in probably August of 1968, his squad was located a few hundred meters west of
Route 20, in the viciníty of the Ca Roong ford (48Q XE 279 171 (lndia Thai datum)) when they heard gunfire
to the south and witnessed a stricken aircraft heading in their direction. They saw one pilot eject and ran to
the area to capture him. They found him on a ridge VE 270 173) with his helmet off, parachute still clipped
on, and talking on a hand-held radio. They captured him, took his gear and were intending to turn him over
to a formal military unít when they were forced to take cover as U.S, aírcratt began bombing the area. When
the bombing ceased after a few minutes, they emerged from cover to discover the pilot had been killed by
the bombing. Thye buried him in a fresh bomb üaler 6-7 meters away. They supposedly did not report the
capture of death of the pilot to higher headquarters. Mr, Chinh said they visited the actual aircraft crash site
two or three days later (indicated as near the southeast corner of grid square XE 27 20), and although they
saw no other body, they noticed a "terrible stench" of decomposition suggesting that another body was
nearby. Mr. Chinh named two other indiúduals from his youth group who were with him during the incident;
Mr. Nguyen Huu Vay and a Mr. Binh, (Ref: DRI of Case 1329, O7O723ZMay 14)
June 2014, Jofnt Field Activity 14-3VM (115th JFA): An investigation team re-interviewed Messrs, Nguyen
Ngoc Dau, age 81, former Commander of the 105th AAA Battalion, Group 559, and Le Duc Qua, age 65,
former communications soldier of 47th Company, 280th Air Defense Regiment. Three other potential
witnesses, Messrs. Le Huy Chinh, Nguyen Huu Vay, and Do Van Viet, were unavailable for interview. Both
PAVN veterans provided accounts consistent with their interviews during JFA 13-3VM; new insights from Mr.
Dau being that he recalled the time of incident as 1400 hol¡rs, that he saw red and green parachutes leave
the stricken aircraft, and that the lieutenant had his right leg broken when captured. He recalled this pilot as
being vory young, large build, with yellow hair, light skin, and wearing a leaf-colored flight suit. Mr, Dau's
subordinates surrendered this pilot's lD media, papers, and radio he had been carrying, which Mr. Dau
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subsequently sent back to 260th Regimental headquarters. Th¡s pilot was buried in his uniform and boots, in
â 60 centlmeters deep gravê, at the only flat area east of Route 20, with a dirt mound resulting over the
grave, Mr, Dau stated that the exhumation conducted in order for a photographer to take pictures of the
body, occurred five days later, rather than the three days that he cited during JFA 13-3VM, and he asserted
that the body was reþuried in the same grave. The only new insights he offered into the disposition of the
Lieutenant Colonel (sic) who was killed, was that he recalled him as being of large build, white skin and
wearing a leaf-colored flight suit, and that Mr. Dau's subordinates did not attempt to bury or cover that
crewman after killing him.
New insights provided by Mr, Qua were that the aircratt had been shot down by AAA fire, and burst into
flames. He recalfed hearsay accounts of the captured lieutenant havíng two broken legs. Mr. Qua further
specífied that the bomb that kitled the American lieutenant and injured Mr. Dau was a cluster bomb.
The team conducted a pedestrian/subsurface search of a 40 by 20 meter area of the alleged burial site (48Q
XE 27679 17075, site # VM03267) using metal detectors, but was unable to find any evidence of remains,
personal etfects, or a burial. Shrubs and elephant grass cover the area, but it had at one tima been cultivated
for cÐrn, and in 2012, the adjacent Provincial Highway 20 (wartime Route 137) had been widened and paved.
{Ref: DRI of Case 1329 Conducted During JFA 14-gVM, Q221192 Sep 14)
August 20'14, Joint Field Actlvily 14-4VM (116th JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Team re-
interviewed Mr. Le Huy Chinh and interviewed Mr. Do Van Viet. A third desired witness, Mr. Nguyeen Huu
Vay was unavaÍlable for interview.
Mr, Do Van Viet, a former 37mm MA gunner of 9th Company, 103rd A/AA Battalion, 280th Air Defense
Regiment, provided hearsay information about an F-4 shoot down which correlated to resolved Case 1253.
He provided additional information on one other F-4 crash site near the Ca Roong River (Thuong Trach
district, Quang Binh province). None of Mr. Viet's information correlated to Case 1329.
Mr, Le Huy Chinh recalled that on an unknown date during the 1968 dry season [standardly runs from
November - Aprill, while stationed at the A Ky ford, he heard a AAA battery open fire and witnessed an F-4 ¡^1
trailíng fire and smoke, heading in his direction, from the north. He witnessed one parachute emerge from !Y,
the aircraft and with his squad, ran to the area to capture the pilot. They found the pilot sitting and talking on L"J
his hand-held radio. He was described as Caucasian, dark hair, neatly trimmed sídeþurns, with his left thlgh
soaked in blood, and his name tag ended with ræBthe pilot reportedly surrendered, once threatened with
wêapons. They began to take the pilot down the ridge to their position when other aircratt began to bomb
the area. They pushed the pilot down and took cover. Atter the bombing, they emerged from cover to find
that the pilot had been killed - suffered a large wound to the chest, They then dragged the pilot's body 20
meters upslope and buried him with his equipment in a bomb crater less than one meter deep. He was
placed head up slope (west) in the grave and a smalldirt mound piled over him, yet the grave was not
marked. They reportedly did not formally report the death and burial, Approximately 10 days later, on patol
near the area, Mr. Chinh and his squad encountered a terrible stench ín the area. Mr. Chinh cannot
remember the names of any other members of his squad. He later heard that someone from the Quang
Binh provincíal militia headquarters exhumed a body for photographs but did not know if it was the body he
had buried a few weeks prior. Mr. Chinch identified a 20 by 20 meter area encompassing a dirt mound which
he said was simllar to the one where he had buried the pilot (48Q XE 27630 1641 1). (Ref: DRI of Case
1329,2820412Oct 14)
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March 2015, Joht Flelcl Activ¡ty 15-2VM (118th JFA): Tne Research and lnvestigation Team (RlT)
interviewed five witnesses of the 5th Company, 2nd Engineer Battalion, Binh Tram 14.
- Mr, Dinh Ngoc Son was a direct witness to the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft and a participant in the
capture and subsequent burial of one of the two crewmembers of this aircraft, The American was a field
grade officer who was accidentally killed by a U.S. airstrike. Mr. Son helped bury the American on a hillside
near kilometer markers 52-53 on Route 20. Mr. Son identified a photograph of the remains of qE'ff+ffilFgt
as the individual he helped bury. - On 25 November 1968, at approximately 1 200-1300 hours, while 7 ù /-\
stationed in the Ca Roong area (vicinity 48Q XE 271 171) of western Quang Binh Province, Mr. Son \D)to )
witnessed the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft. The burning aircraft crashed near the waterfall at Ca Roong
and two crewmembers parachuted from the plane. One of the two crewmembers, a Lieutonant Colonel,
landed near Mr. Son'q position. He and Mrs Vu Thi Minh, who was a member of a volunteer youth unit,
quickly went to capture the Amefican. When they found him, they saw he was severely injured, with both
thighs broken just below the groin. The pilot was caucasian, weighed approximately 90 kilograms, and was
1.8-1,9 meters tall. He surrendered immediately and said in Vietnamese that he should be taken to Hanoi,
Mrs Minh took the pilot's pistol and radio so he could not signal search and rescue forces. By this time,
several members of the anti-aircraft unit that shot down the aircraft arrived at the pilot's location. The group
confiscated items includÍng survival gear from the pilot's seat kit and a parachute. Mr. Son did not know what
became of these Ìtems. ln anticipation that SAR forces would attempt to rescue the two downed pilots, Mr.
Son's unít arranged itself in hastily dug fortifications encircling the downed pilot in order to ambush U,S.
aircraft when they arrived. Approximately two hours later, a helÍcopter flew into the area and hovered over
the pílot. The pilot and the helicopter crew established visual contact with each other and the helicopter
lowered a line to the pilot. Someone from Mr. Son's unit opened fire on the helicopter, which then flew away.
Mr. Son's unit remained in concealment anticipating U.S. aircraft to return. Shortly thereafter, AD-6 [A-1
Skyraiderl aircraft strafed lhe area with rockets, After the rocket attack, Mr, Son and members of his unit
came out of hiding and discovered the pilot had been killed by the rocket attack, with a fatal wound to the
back of his head, BT-14 authorities ordered the burial of the pilot, and a PAVN photo-journalist
photographed the body (still in his flight suit) prior to the burial. Members of Mr. Son's combat engineer unit
along with some of lþe ¡\AA unit members buried the pilot in a meter-deep hole, some three meters frorn
where the pilot was killed. The pilot was buried clad only in a white t-shirt and boxer shorts, Approximately
10 days later, the body was briefly exhumed for another photograph and then reburied. The grave was
located on the side of a hill, south of Ca Roong, approximately 100 meters above Route 20, between
kilometer markors 52 and 53. Mr. Son believes he could stillfind the grave and is willing to assist a Joint
Tearn in this effort.
- Mr. Son had only hearsay information concerning the other U,S. crewmsmber. The unit involved
with this pilot was the 1st Combat Engineer Battalion, (as opposed to Mr. Son's 2nd Battalion). The two
battalion were only 20-30 rneters apart, but separated by a small stream. His unit heard over the radio from
the 1st Battalion that the other pilot was a Second Lieutenant who landed north of Ca Roong, near kilometer
marker 49 of Route 20. His parachute had become entangled in a tree and he was already dead when the
1st Battalion members found him. Mr. Son had no further details concerning this pilot or his burial.
- Mr, Le Van Lam provided credible hearsay information about the American field grade officer killed
and buried near kilometer markers 52-53 on Route 20. Though he did not view the body or participate in the
burial, he was stationed in the area for six years and knew the grave location. - He confirmed this incident
as the same one described by Mr. Son, although he described the downed aircraft as an F-105, He heard
that one of the pilots, a Second Lieutenant, landed noar kilometer rnarker 49 of Route 20. The other pilot
was a Lieutenant Colonel who landed on a hill between km markers 52 and 53 of Route 20. The Sth
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Company received ordèrs to capture this pilot, but because Mr. Lam was the platoon leader, he stayed in
placd anä detailed Mr. Bui Conj Quyet to capture the American. The pilot was wounded in the Iegs and
äubsequently killed by U.S. airstrikeé, the pilot was later buried 'f 00 meters above Route 20, A week or so
later, the OeáO pitot was exhumed for photoþraphs and then reburied, Although Mr. Larn did not participate
in the buriat or ieburial, he knew the giave'Jloóation, having seen it many times while stationed in the area.
He is willing to assist a joint team in relocating the grave.
- [¡1. gui Cong Quyet was a direct witness io the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft. Mr. Quyet's
information corroboraled that of Mr. Lam and Mr. Son concerning the Lieutenant Colonel pilot on the hillside,
subsequenüy killed by U.S. airstrikes. H@was a participant in thã exhumation and reburial of one of the U'$.
field gräde pitot. He believes he can still find the grave and is willing to assist a joint team in a search to
locate the remains,
- Mrs, Vu Thi Minh was a direct witness to the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft and a participant in thei
capture of one of the two crewmembers of this aircraft. She did not participate in the burial and did not
believe she could assist in finding the grave location.
Mr. Nguyen Huu Vay was a direct witness to the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft and he viewed one of
the two crewmembers of this aircraft. He did not participate in the burial and did not believe he could assist
in finding the grave location. He did, however, positively identify a photograph the U.S.
crewmember he saw (b)C¡)
{Ref: DRI of Case 1329 Conducted During Joint Field Activity 15-2VM, ßO741zApr 15)
May 2015, Joint Field Actlvlty 15-3vlvt (119th JFA): A joint team re-interviewed Mr. Dinh Ngoc S9¡r Mr.
Ngúyen Huu Vay, and Mr. Ngúyen Ðuc Lam. Allthree wihesses reiterated their testimonies from JFA 15-
ZVM and then aòcompaniedlhä Joint Team to the incident locatíon. Mr. Son was able to ¡dentify a24.by 14
meter area as tne probaUte burial site (48Q XE 267 164). A survey of the area revealed no discernable
evidence of a buriá|. (Refr DRI of Casè 1329 Conducted During Joint Field Activity 15-3VM, O71755ZOct
15)
{ h/'"t.v
pHOTOS: Numerous photos have been received for this case, the most important depicting E!+
intact remains. Anothér showed identification media for both men. Vietnamese information identified several
photos showing the aircraft wreckage from this incident.
MUSEUM; 2g0th Air Defense Museum had data plate with a receipt, both alleged to come from this incident,_ ,
pistol at this museum correlated tol¡rrtiby serial number. Also a possible flight checklist. (DX'-r/
MUSEUM: The CentralArmy Museum in Hanoi had a museum item receipt an{data plate said to belong to
aircraft shot down 23 November 1968 in western Quang Binh, Data plate is lor F-4 -- probably relates to
Case 1327. Air Defense Museum had signalflare receþt for which identifies it with this aircraft,
RECORDS: 1. The Military Region 4 shoot down record cited Case 1329 aircraft as being downed-by
Battalion 7g, ZBOth Air Defense'Regiment, at Co Roong Ford, on Route 20. No indication on fate of crew'
2. Quang Binh list of U.S, cãsualties notes both men and that their. bodies were buried at Kilometer
54, Route 20,
g, Military Region 4'Killed and Torn Apart' rostêr says both remains obliterated, implyíng failure to
recover the remains; should not be taken as a literal description.
4. 1gZ8 cenfal government list of remains not recovered says both men's graves were lost.
'4)
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RECORDS; V95C3B8. Vietnamese reports on the 84 Special Remains Team Cases, provided to the U.S.
on 13 May 1995. Report recommends determining unit and troops stationed in this area in 1968 and finding
and interviewing retired militia members who have experience with Quang Binh and Bo Trach teams.
REPORT OF UNILATERAL INVESTIGATION, PROVIDED 24 JUNE 1996: VNOSMP noted that Mr. Ngoi
lf they can organize and ensure safe passâge for him, willtry
raves. Said only military and youth assau[t tearns wereto get to the site for the g
stationed in this area during the war. These units moved frequently, were replaced, or were subsequently
dispersed. Many have died, and the youth assault groups have disbanded, (Ret: JTF-FA, 1007122 Sep 96)
ocToBER 1996, MEETING WITH VNOSMP ON UNI-ATERAL REOUESTS: VNOSMP repoded that in
cas€s where they had been asked to search for veterans from the 280th Air Ðefense Regiment, including
Case 1329, that the Vietnamese and the U.S. have attempted to locate records from this unit. VNOSMP had
returned to the unit to search for more records but found nothing, VNOSMP recommended against returning
to this unit but instead concentrate continued investigation in other areas.
JUNE 1997, REPORT OF UNILATERAL VIETNAMESE INVESTGATION: The VNOSMP followed up on
information from a former military officer in Quang Binh Province, Tran Su, who had identified a potential
source who might be able to identify former members of Youth Assault Groups that had served in the
province. These units were made up of young men and women who supported the military, often by building,
maintaining, and repairing strategic roads. The VNOSMP reported that the wÍtness Mr. Su identified (Doan
Duc Lien) could not help, but Lien recommended talking to Nguyen Cong Huan, the chief of staff of the
provínce youth association. (Huan had been interviewed unsuccessfully in May 1997, as per joint
investigation section narrative above,) (REF: MSG DTG 1007122 SEP 96)
VIETNAM NEWS AGENCY ARCHIVES: ln 1999-2000, U.S. researchers re-inventoried the photos of the
Vietnam News Agency. They found seven photos related to this case, copies of the photos described above,
VIETNAM ESE HISTORY: 1 999 history of Route 20 (Duong 20 Quyet Thang) , p. 1 a0 ídentifies youth assault
(thanh nien xung phong--TNXP) groups operating in the area. Company 23 TNXP Ha Tinh was at Ca
Roong. Company 25 INXP Nam Ha was at Kilometer 68. See p. 160, which identifies Dr. Hoof Hoong Hatj
as commander of Phaaux Thuaati 2 at Kilometer 68.
Joint Fleld Activity 13.1VM (109th JFA): The Vietnamese Advance Work (AW) Team interviewed 48
veterans of Binh Tram 14 ffroop Station 14) who did not provide any ínformation relating to Case 1329, The
team also interviewed two veterans of the 280th Anti-Aircraft Artillery (AAA) Begiment who provided specific,
detailed information that correlates to Case 1329. Mr. Le Duc Qua and Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Dau provided
detalled information on the alrcraft shoot down, and the ejection of both pilots. They reported the Lieutenant
Colonel (sic) resisted capture and was shot and kllled during the capture attempt. The First Lieutenant
crêwman was successfully captured, but was killed by U,S. aircraft bombing the area to suppress the anti-
aircraft flre ln order to facilitate a rescue attempt. At least one of the two individuals indicated he could be of
assistance in locating the burial site of the U,S. Ueutenant. (more detailed information included in Joint
lnformation section 05/13, 13-3VM / 1 1 1th JFA) (Ref; Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work Concerning
Case 1329, dtg 3007082Jan 13)
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June 2013, Jolnt Field Activity l3-3VM (11lth JFA): The Vietnamese Advance Work Team interv¡ewed
four indíviduals who provided information relating to Case '1329;
- Mr. Nguyen Thanh Chi, while serving as the Watch Officer of the 105th Battalion, 280th AAvA plsgirne¡1,
witnessed the shoot down of an F-4 on 25 or 26 November 1968. He identified the lst Company, 105th
Battalion as the unit responsible for the shoot down, and after hearlng that one of the crew had been
captured, was en route to the area when he heard that the captured pilot had been killed. This information
was passed to him by two members of a volunteer youth unit, Ms. Vinh and Ms. Xuan.
- fUr. Oo Van Viet, a former member of the 9th Company, 103rd Battalion, 280th AAA Regiment, related that
while his unit was stationed at kilometer marker 54 on Route 20 in Thuong Trach village {Bo Trach District,
Quang Binh Province) in approx. February 1969, he and other soldiers from his unit discovered the wreckage
of an F-¿ aircraft 300 meters northwest of Route 20. About 20 meters from the tail of the aircratt, they found
intact skeletal remains, wtth a pair of "American-style" boots. The skull contained intact teeth, three of which
were gold. The did not discover any clothing or personal effects, although they did find a gree-n parachute
hung up atop a clump of bamboo. Îne remá¡ns were left unburied and Mr. Viet did not hear of anyone else
ever burying them. He then related information of another incident that occurred during November- 
.
Decembêr ig68 near the Xuan Son Feny (48Q XE 387 479) in which an F-4 was shot down and two pilots
were captured and one later died. He directly witnessed the shoot down of the F-4, with both pilots ejecting.
He later heard that both of the pilots were caþtured (one reportedly being an Australian and one an
American). The American was said to have been shot and wounded while violentfy resisting capture. Three
days latei, while the two prisoners were being escorted to the Regiment, the American pilot diedof his_
wounds and was buried near a lirne kiln ln thã vicinity of Chot hamlet, Son Trach village (south of the Trooc
River and southwest of the Xuan Son Ferry).
- Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Dau, the former Commander of the 105th Battalion, 280th AAA Regiment, (interviewed
by the Rll Tearn during the 109th JFA - see the Joint lnvestigations entry) reconfirmed that he was a
pãrticipant to the captuie and burial of the 1st Lieutenant who was shot down in an F-4 on 25 Novembo'
1 968,
- Mr. Le Duc Qua, tormer member of the 47th Communications Company, 280th AAA plsgirnent, had only
second-hand hearsay information about the F-4 shoot down, capture, death and burial of one pilot, as related
to him by Mr. Dau.
- Site Surveys:
- ¡t¡r, Oo Van Viet could not accurately determine the tocation where he found aircraft wreckage and
remains in February 1969.
- Mr, Nguyén Ngoc Dau, after much deliberation, was able to determine the burial location for the
deceased 1st Li, ápprox-, 250 meters from the stream ford, 'next to* Rt, 20, near the position of the 1st Co.,
1O5th Bn identifying the site as lbcated at 48Q XE 2768817061 ,
- Note: Joint teãml have identified and correlated the 1329 crash site at 48Q X8277 179, approximately
300 meters northwest of the nearest section of Floute 20. Mr ofd
to correlate with the Case Mr. Dau's account
appsars to correlate . (Ref: Vietnamese Advance Work
Report - Case 1329, 0902412 Oct'13) (b)ê)
August 2}lg,Joint Fleld Actlvily 13llVM (112th JFA): The Vietnamese Advance Work Team located and
interviewed 14 veterans of the Thãnh Hoa Vòlunteer Youth Group and an additional 12 veterans of the 280th
AAA Regiment, none of whom were able to provide any information on the Case 1329 loss incident. (Ref:
Vietnamese Advance Work Report Concerning Case 1329,07A7222.Jan 14)
t<1
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December 2014, Jo¡nt F¡eld Activity 15-1VM (ll7th JFA): The VNOSMP team interviewed three veterans
of the Volunteer Youth Group attached to the Sth Company,2nd Engineer Battalion, PAVN Binh Tram 14(8T14). (A Binh Tram was a North Vietnamese military way station on the Ho Chi Minh Trail.)
- Mr. Nguyen Huu Vay provided hearsay information concerning the death of both U.S. pilots
associated with the case. He claimed to know the area of the burial of one of the pilots. Mr. Vay recalled
that around midday in 1968-1969, 12,7mm and 37mm AAA units subordinate to 8T14, shot down an F-4.Ïwo pilots ejected near the Ca Roong ford along Route 20, One caucasian pilot, possibly a captain, landed
on a hill, one kilometer from the Ca Roong ford in the direction of Pha Long Dai. Mr. Vay heard that the pilot
was killed on the spot and buried by soldiers and volunteer youth personnel. He did not personally know the
burial location of this pilot, The other pilot, a major, suffered a broken leg and landed near his unit's position,
Mr. Vay's unit was ordered to capture the pilot, but was unable to do so, as he was killed by U.S, aircraft
rocket strikes. Volunteer youth and AAA soldiers buried the pilot. Mr. Vay did not participate in the burial,
but knew of the area of the pilot's grave.
- Mrs. Vu Thi Minh and Mr. Dinh Ngoc Son, both veterans of the Volunteer Youth Group, provided
first-hand information concerning their participation in the capture, death, and burial of one of the U.S. pilots,
and also provided h . They recalled the midday shoot down of an F-105 (sic)
by the 27mml12.7mm AAA unit attached to 8T14. The aircraft crashed at the Ca Roong ford and the two \ ']
pilots ejected, died, and were buried by soldiers and volunteer youth personnel. One pilot ejected and died /
while suspended in the top of a tree in the area of Km 49, north of the ford. The pilot was a Second / '
Lieutenant and caucasian. Personnel of Volunteer Youth unit 115, Team 263, along with soldiers from
BT14's 12.7mm AA/q unit buried the pilot. Mr. Son did not participate in this burial, but knows the location of
the grave. The other pilot was caucasian and a Lieutenant Colonel tanded neld to Mr. Son's unit's positions,
The pilot was seriously injured with two broken legs, but was able to use his survival radio to contact rescue
forces. Mr. Son and Mrs. Minh approached the pilot, pulled down his parachute, and confiscated his
handgun, knife, and other personal equipment, Seven soldiers from the light Afi¡ unit assisted Mr. Son and
Mrs. Minh in the capture. They claimed that a U.S. rescue helicopter approached the injured pilot and
lowered a rope ladder, but because of his broken legs, the pilot was unable to climb up, The PAVN forces
@andforcedittodepart.TheVietnameseretreatedtoacombattrenchsome50-100
meters away as AD-6 [A-l Skyraiders] attacked the Vietnamese held positions. When the airstrikes were
over, the Vietnamese discovered the pilot had been killed by the rocket stikes. Mr. Son and Mrs. Minh
participated in the burial of the pilot's body. About 10 days later, the pilot's body was exhumed for
photographs and then reburied in the same spot. (Ref: Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work Report
Concerning Case 1329, 1107122 Mar 15)
æ
August 2015, Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work Report, JFA 15-3VM (119th JFA): The following
is a translation of the Advance Work Report for Case 1329.
--Begin Translation---
RfT. 11gth JFA
Results of the Advance Work lnvestigation of Case 1329 IQUANG BINH Province
lnvestigation Results this JFA: During Advance Work on the 119th JFA, VNOSMP specialists
located and interuiewed veterans of the Volunteer Youth Group (from THANH HOA) and the 280th Regiment
for information concerning Case 1329.
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Witnessone,Mr,NGUYENTRoNGBlcH,re8idesinQUANGXUoNG
District, THANH HOA Province. Mr. BICH was born in 1954 and entered service in 1971 , âssigned to the
25th Volunteer Youth Unit. From March 1971 to September 1972,he was assigned to the 25th Volunteer
Youth of BINH TRAM 14 (8T14), and from October 19721o October 1974, the 25th Engineer Battalion, BT14
in QUANG BINH Province.
Mr. BICH provided the following Mlfurelated information: ln the morning on an unrecalled day in April 1972,
at kilometer marker 54 on Rout-e 20 of 8T14, a wounded Caucasian pilot was taken to BT14 by unidentified
PAVN soldiers. At the time, Mr. BICH was a communications soldier of the 25th Engineer Bn of 8T14, and
was tasked with receiving the pilot and escorting him to the 25th Bn Medical Station of 8T14. Mr. BICH,
along with four other unrecalled soldiers, carried the pilot to the 25th BN Medical Station. The pilot was only
at the medical station a short time before he died.
Mr. BICH heard the pilot was captured at kilometer marker 61 at the A Kl Ford; grid coordinate 48Q XE 261
127.
Mr. BICH, along with a number of other soldiers, buried the pilot. The pilot was buried at kilometer marker
54, Route 20. The pilot's grave is located at the bottom of the slope about 300 meters from our soldier's
grâves at the top of the slope.
Mr. BICH did not recall the names of the sold¡ers who carried the wounded pilot to the 25th Bn Medical
Station, nor did he recallthe names of the soldiers who participated in the burial. Mr. BICH and his unit were
stationed in the area of the pilot's grave until 1975.
Mr, BICH recalled the narnes of a few 25th Bn officers who knew of this incident including:
1. Mr. TA XUAN MAl, Battalion Commander, from THAI BINH Province (deceased),
2'Mr'LETRoNGLUoc,DeputyCommander,from@tTlNHG|ADistrict,THANHHoA
Province, and
3. Mr. HIEN, from îHO XUAN District, ïHANH HOA Province. ISXC)
t/)-fu
lrü
Witness Two, Mr. CAO VIET HUNG, born in 1948, residing in
DIEN CHAU District, NGHE AN Province. Mr. HUNG entered
assigned to the 16th Reconnaissance Company (C16), 8T14.
information:
service in 1968, From 1968 ta 1972 he was
Mr. HUNG provided the following MIA-related
At the end of 1968, Mr. HUNG witnessed the shootdown of a U.S. aircraft and the pilot was killed and buried
about 300 meters from the TA LE Ford, in LAOS. The body was buried
in a bomb crater near the downed aírcraft, An engineering unit buried the pilot, but Mr. HUNG did not recall
the unit designator.
Witnesses who had no M|A-related information: Messrs, NGUYEN HONG TICH, CAO DANG CONG, and
PHAN NGOC.CHUYEN.
VNOSMP Observations and Recommendations: VNOSMP specialists interviewed five BT14
veterans for information regarding Case 1329. Messrs. NGUYEN TRONG BICH and CAO Vf ET HUNG
provided MIA related informationãnd we have already [previously] interviewed Mr. BICH, The ioint team will
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interuiew Mr, CAO VIET HUNG on a tuture JFA.
---End Translation---
DPAA-W Analyst Comments: Agree with VNOSMP recommendations.
IMSG DTG: 21O5O5Z APR 16, SUB: Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work Report Concerning Case
1329 and Laos Case 1698 Conducted Ðuring Joint Field Activity 15-3VM
(1 1gth JFA) in the Socialist Republic of Vietnaml
Knowledoeability Assessment
Vietnam has demonstrated extensive knowledge of this loss, but we have no evidence that officials
recovered these men's remains.
Case Coordination Chronglogy:_
Re-coorqinption qÁAMdÁ!
A--JOINT EXCAVATE VM (Site 1vM 03267, Sire 2 VM 03299XREAFF|RM);AW VM RtT A 16-3VM
wTTNESSES)
A--JOINT EXCAVATE VM (Sire 1 VM 03267, Site 2 VM 03299)
A--US RESEARCH Hr (JFA 15-3VM tT1 AND JFA 15-3VM AW VM RrT REPORTS)
A--US RESEARCH JPAC EÐB (SITE 1);JOINT INVESTIGATE VM RIT (1S-2VMXSITE 2)
A--JOINT TNVEST|GATE VM Rrr (MR. LE HUy CHTNH)
A-JOINT INVESTIGATE VM RIT (f 3-3VM);AW VM RIT (13-2VM REPORT PENDING)
A--JOINT INVESTIGATE VM RIT
A--US RESEARCH DPMO/JpAC (REAFF|RM)
A--US RESEARCH DPMO/JPAC (SKETCH AND ilR 0238 10)
A-JOTNT TNVESTTGATE VM RtT (REAFF|RM-2006)
A--JOINT INVESTTGATE VM (458TH CO-- MR. HUNG)
A--USA RESEAHCH (JPAC W/MAGERY)
A--USA RESEARCH (DPMO - |MAGERY)
A--JOINT SURVEY (W/HRDT) (XE 27873 1551 1)
A--J Or NT SURVEY (XE2781 55 & X8277 173) (REAFF| nM)
A--J Ot NT SU RVEY (REAFFIRM)
A--JOINT SURVEY CRASHSITE; RESCIND UW AND UA
PP..JTF ASSESSMENT
PP.-PENDING REPORT ANALYSIS
PP--5OTH JFA
A--UN ILATERAL WITN ESS; U Nl I-ATERAL ARCHIVES (REAFFI RM BOTH)
A--UNIL.ATERAL WITNESS, UNII.ATERAL ARCHIVES (FìEAFFIRMED; NGOI ASSIST WHEN
RECOVERED)
A--U N r |-ATE RAL W I TN ESS, U N I I-ATERAL ARCH |VES (OB LEADS)
A--JOI NT ARCHIVES, U N I LATERAL ARCH IVES, WITN ESSES, REMAÍ NS; VNA PHOTO
Date
511612016
15
212911996
412711995
61412015
1120/2015
212512014
5122/2s13
1211212012
2129/2012
31212A11
2E5l2AO9
6/9/2006
5120/200s
212712004
611312003
112412001
3l'U2000
8/6/1 999
gl1211sss
1211711998
4h7t1998
10/30/1 997
11122Í996
'7
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Furthef Pursuit lnformation
JOINT Ð(CAVATE VM: This case passed an Excavation Decision Board (EDB) on 3 September 2015.
There are two isolated burial sites that will be excavated: Site 1 VM 03267, and Site 2 VM 03299 (48Q XE
27699 16ß4). Boh sites will be excavated by the Vietnam Recovery Team (VRT).
AW VM RIT A: lnterview Mr. Cao Viet Hung, located during Advance Work 15-3VM (11gth JFA).
Further Pursuit Deferred lnformation
NA
No Further Pursuit lnformation
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Gase Summary lnformation;
Refno: 1329 BIO: 01
Name: FRANCISCO, SAN DEWAYNE
Loss Rank:O2
Service: USAF Status: XX
lncldent Date: 1968/1 1/25
Vehicle Type: F4D
Familv Con erence
Lat: f72059N
Long:1061150E
UTM: 48QX82720018500
OffscopeGase: N
Priorl$pase: Y
Fate Determined: Y
Prtnted On:3/15Ø16
Case Heleasable? REDACT
Ctry: VN
Province: QUANG BINH
District: BOTRACH
Township: THUONG TRACH
Case Summary
On 25 November 1968, aírcraft commander, and First LÍeutenant {1stLt) San
uadron, 432rd Tacticaf Reconnaissance Wing, UdornFrancisco, piloVnavi gator, 555rh
RoyalThaiAir Force Base, were the crew of an F-4D Phantom (serial # 66-7523; call sign Grommet 02)
escorting an RF-4C (callsign Grommet 0l) on a photo reconnaissance mission, when downed in a heavily
fortífied area of the Ban Karai Pass, near the Lao border. At approximately 1245 hours, as Grommet 01
started its mission in the target area, it heard Grommet 02 report that "we've taken a hit." Grommet 01
immediately aborted its mission, but did not see Grommet 02 crash. A steady beeper was heard, whereupon
search and rescue forces (SAR) were scrambled, and wreckage was located on the side of a hill at grid
coordinates 48Q XE 270 't85. When the SAR forces arrived, voice contact was established with both
crewmen and a pick-up was attempted at 48Q XE 272 186, but the rescue choppers were driven otf by small
arms fire, Due to adverse weather condítions, the SAR effort was suspended for the first day. The next
morning, a forward air controller (FAC) was on station, but fog in the area hindered its search efforts. As the
fogdissipatedlElocationwasconfirmedaga¡n,however,continuingadverseweatherhad
precluded SAR forces from staging nearby, delaying their response time, When the SAR lorces did arrive,
radio contact was lost and could not be re-established. The parachute that had been visible the day before
had disappeared. All efiorts to re-establish contact with the crew failed. SAR forces believed lstLt Francisco
landed very close to enemy personnel and was detained shortly after the initial and inconclusive aüempt to
contact him. On 26 November, Radio Hanoi and the Nhan Dan newspaper both announced the shoot down
and said the two pilots had been captured alive.
Subsequent to the incident, and while carried in the status of mÍssing-in-action, the U.S. Air Force promotedUII to the rank of Colonel and San Francisco to the rank of Major.
C0(el
US Government Information
SPECIAL REPOHTING: Reported that one pilot had been "picked up in Quang Binh this date." Discussed
ffiRffin**to
Oàbr l5t¡È¿lt. lnltrh: \¿¿J
As part ot the 1995 com rcvrew o1 oacn eåas of an unaccounled tor Am¡tic8n an souülo¡sÎ Asiâ, Delenas
POWMi:sing Pereonnel Ofllce analyrtr crestcd an elecbonlc databa¡e of relevant faots. This ever-changlng worklng
lool reflests a snapshot in llmo eummarÞlng data collectod to dâtc, as well as analytical oplnþns and rêcomm€ndations.
It pêrmitg analyEts to rovlow pertinent case information qulckly, update
the lnlormation
each record as ncw informÊtion is collocted, and
develop ¡nvost¡gative leads. Followlng is a narrative of conta¡n€d in the electronlc database on thls loss.
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whether to transport him and another pilot captured the same day to Hanoi, raising the possibility of using an
aircraft to move the pilot. ((Note: the reference to the Quang Binh pilot relates to Case 1327 (Ruhling), who
was transported by air.))
WARTIME MEDIA On 26 November 1968, the People's Army Newspaper (Nhan Dan) canied an article
congratulating the people of Quang Binh for shooting down an F4 on 25 November 1968. The article said
the pilot(s) was/were captured alive. Hanoi broadcast als<i noted the downing, stating thê pilot(s) was/were
captured alive. [Analyst note:the article addressed the shoot'down of the case 1328 aircraft as well, and the
"capture of both crewso, hence, the total number of captured crewrìen is unclear]
APRIL 2q)s, NATIONAL GEOSPATIAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (NGA) RESEARCH: No usaÞle pre.
incident imagery was discovered. Post-incident airøaft imagery from 18 December 1968 proved best for
analysis. The imagery revealed the possible crash site for Case 1329 in the vicinity of XE 2705 1842. The
primary impact site and probable dobris field appeared cone or triangular-shaped. The debris field fanned-
out from the likely impact site in a west-southwesterly direction, suggesting this was the direction the pfane
was flying when impact occurred. There were no indications of aircraft wreckage or debris, A possible
extension of the debris field, or possibly a second impact site, is located approximately 140 meters further
west-southwest.
The area (X.E2787315511) near Kilomet€r Marker 51 (52) on Route 20 (wartime Route 137)was
analyzed for signs of a burial site, Full analysis was inhibíted by the lack of pre-incident imagery. lmagery
revealed numerous craters in the area;joint teams discovered two large craters believed to have been
caused by rocket strikes from SAR forces,
llF 6 024 0238 10: A hand-drawn map depicting the burial location of two American aviators (first turned over
to U.S. officials in 1995) resurfaced in a letter sent to the U,S. Embassy, Hanoi on 2 August 2010.
Nguyen Huu Ngoi personally drew two diagrams related to two U.S. pilots as he photographed th
aircraft shot down and its pilots. Photographs of 30 American pilots were turned over to the
- 
Agency. The diagram of the graves of two American soldiers who flew an RF-4C (sic) shot down on 25
.rr\ November 1968 at KM 54 along Route 20 in Bo Trach Ðistrict, Quang Binh Province were described.\ Lieutenant's grave is about 15 to 20 meters off the right hand side of Route 20 at kilometer marker 54.Vù !æ grave is about 2O to 25 meters from the crash site. Area still has a lot of unexploded clusterv' bornbs, lt is in the jungle and uninhab¡ted. (REF: MSG DTG 1017272 AUG 101
20 January 2014 - E.mall Contact: The Joint POWMIA Accounting Command (JPAC) detachment in
Hanoiwas contacted by a U.S. citizen who was contacted by a Vietnamese national and fon¡rarded a
recounting of the wartime burial of a U.S. aviator. The reported first-hand witness detailed his account in an
email forwarded to the detachment. The content of the email was as follows: "The incident occurred in
August 1968, during the Vietnam War, in the crucial area of the Ca Rong ford [Ngam Ça Rong, vicinity 48Q
XE-2712317132 WeS-gq datum)] on "resolved to Win" Route 20, Quang Binh Province, Vietnam. U.S.
planes were bombing this area when one of them was shot down. A U,S. pilot parachuted and was captured
by Metnam's armed forcos (combat engineers and ground troops), Mr. Le Huy Chinh removed. sorne
cómmunications equipment from the pilot. Later, many U,S. aircraft attempted to rescue the pilot, but
because they could not contact him, they returned and resumed bombing, intensely damaging this area and
killing many Þeople, including the U.S. pilot. When allthe U.S. aircrafi had gone, the Vietnamese forces
begain evaðuatiig the woundied and burying the dead, The U.S. pilot was bu¡ied directly bV f9 luy Chinh on
a ñountain 45 kilometers west of Phong Nha [vicinity 48Q XE 37534 46066 (WGS-84 datum)], in Quang
00oth
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Binh Province. (Rêf: Additional lnformation Reportfrom JPAC, 2206482 Jan 14; Det-2 lnfo Email, 14 Feb
2014) [Analyst note: see follow-up with Mr. Le Huy Chinh under JFAs 14-2VM & 14-4VM below]
Joint lnvestisations
SUMMARY: This case has been jointly investigated eighteen times. The crash site has been positively
identified. Photos have been identified of the wreckage, one of the crewmen, and related lD media for the
other crewman. Multiple eyewitnesses and informants have reported on locations of burial sites for both
crewmen. One site is being recommended for excavation, while a second site awaits the corroborative
testimony of another alleged eyewitness before it too is recommended for excavation.
August 1989, 7Th Joint Field Activity (JFA): Team found the crash site at XE 272185, just 200 meters
west [analyst note: should read neast" vÍce "westu] of the coordinates listed in U.S. records. lD numbers on
wreckage allowed team to confirm the crash site. There were no witnesses because local people had been
evacuated during the war, and only North Vietnamese Army (PAVN) troops, long since gone, were present.
Vietnamese Office for Seeking Missing Persons (VNOSMP) member Ngo Hoang said someone in Bo Trach
had told him in 1988 that remains for one or two Americans were buried vicinity KM 55 marker, Route 20
(war-time Route 137), but team could not confirm this. (Ref: DRI of Case 1329;2309a62 Aug 89)
January 1991, 13th Joint Field Activity: Team was told VNOSMP had found information on this case
indicating that an F-4C was shot down by unit stationed near "Cau Lang". The crew was a Major and a First
Lieutenant with no information on the fate of either crew membêr. "Cau [ång" could be a Vietnamization of
Ko Roong, which is a ford at the 52 KM marker and describes the general arôa, lnvestigated KM 54@@7'
(X8 279 ìSO) of Route 20, looking for alleged burial site; found nothing, (Ref: AIR of Case 1329,2703F,ï.l
Feb 91)
February 1991, lSth Jolnt Fleld Actlvlty: The Joint Casualty Resolution Center (JCRC) liaison office in
Bangkok provided further observations on case 1329 and the source of information in the previous January
1991 investigation. There was conflicting reporting on whether the suspect burial was at KM 54 or KM 55
markers. Mr, Tho from the VNOSMP team provided hearsay that the location was most likely the KM 54
marker. (Rel:2607292 Feb 91)
April-May 1992, 17th Joint Field Activity: Visited Thuong Trach Village; no wiftesses, no information.
(Ref: None)
January 1994, Priorlty Gase lnvestigation Team (PCIT) lnvestigation: Vietnamese said no more
documentation was available. Said no individuals present at downing were in the province or available for
interview. lnterviews of authors of books about actions in this generalarea produced no information on this
case. (Ref: PCIï Report Case 1329, 0818022 Apr 94)
May 19fXi, Oral History lnteruiew: Former Vietnam News Agency (VNA) combat photographer Nguyen
Huu Ngoi said he photographed the bodies of two American pilots whose aircraft had been downed by a unit
of the 280th AAA Regiment. Ngoisaid he learned right away when the 280th had downed an aircraft in the
area of Kilometer 54, Route 20. He reached the incident site the next morning which was 20 kilometers from
the unit headquarters (14th Battalion?). At the scene, troops and members of an assault youth group told
him about the incident. Two pilots had ejected and landed two kilometers apart.
Refno # t329
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The first pilot, a First Lieutenant, was captured almost immediately and had been wounded in the leg.
He was being treated for his injury when a rocket from one of the SAR aiicraft hit and killed him and a
number of others. The pilot was buried about 15 meters to west of Route 20. Ngoi asked the soldiers to
exhume the body so he could photograph it; only the face uncovered, and he took a picture. The body was
no longer intact.
The second pilot was a Lieutenant Colonel (sic). The body was approximately two kilometers
northwest of the first body, in jungle so thick that it had to be cut away to provide enóugh light for
photography. Troops had found and surrounded him, but he had shot at them, and they had returned fire,
killing him. Ngoi saw the body tying on its back and took a couple of photographs. He did not observe the
burial þut assumed that one took place. Ngoi speculâted burial would have been on the spot, since it would
have been very difficult to move the body, given the difficult terrain.
He next went to the aircraft crash site where he took photos of wreckage, The crash site was 2-3
kilorneters southeast of the second body (Lieutenant Colonel). He returned to unit headquarters and took
photos of identifícation media that soldiers had taken from the two bodies. He also took pictures of a large
roll of film. He never saw the finished photos after turning them in and never returned to the Route 20 area.
Nonetheless, Ngoi believed he could point out the burial site and offered to help the team find graves. He
also identified the photos of the wreckage and remains as photos that he had taken.
Ngoi identified additional possible witnesses: Mai Thanh Hai, former director of Vietnam News
Agency in Military Region 4; l-ai Van Thanh, aka Lam Thanh, former chief of Group 559 and vanguard cells
of Military Region 4; Nguyen Van Soan, member of Group 559 and vanguard cells; Bui Hoang Chung, former
member of Quang Binh Mnh Linh cell (interviewed I APR 95); Duong Duc Quang, former member of Quang
Binh Vinh Linh cell. (Ref: OHP Report, 2709222 Jun 95)
October-November lgg5, Letters from photographer Nguyen Huu Ngol: in two letters, Ngoi provided
details of the burial locations. He explained that his medical problems prevented him from ac-companying the
team to the site at present. He repeated that the lieutenant was buried 15-20 meters west of Kilometer
Marker 54. He said the lieutenant colonel (sic) died and was buried 20-25 meters from the aireraft on the lett
hand side; tho crash was two kilometers from the Route 20 Kilometer 54 marker to the right from Xuan Son,.. ¡ ,
He provided a sketch of the graves, His second letter placed II grave on right side of the (b)Bì
aircraft. (Analyst note: these letters conflict with his original oral hístory report) (Ref: JTF-FA Report VN95- r
049 (Letter): Mr, Nguyen Huu Ngoi, 110gzzzJan 96; 17O9O2ZOct 96; llR 6 024 0238 10)
January 1996, Letter f?om Nguyen Huu Ngol: Ngoi said he was gradually recovering and asked for a
status update of this investigation. He said he would still like to help. He also said there was a marker stone
at the crash sÍte and with patience, it could be found. Finally, he said that members of the 7th Youth Assault
Group were the ones who buried the crew memþers in this incident, (Ref: 1109222 Jan 96)
January 1997, Oral History lntervlew: Tran Su said Mr. Lien might have informat¡on on wartime volunteer
youth members who knew of U,S, burial sites. (Ref: None)
May 1997, ¡l6th Joinl Fleld Activlty: Thanh Hoa Province task team leader reported that Mr. Ngoi's health
was very poor, and he could not accompany the team to Quang Binh. lf he recovered, the U.S. would be
notified. The VNSOMP províded a written report to this effect. (Ref: DRI on SRT Case 1329,2807322JuI
s7)
May 1997, 46th Jolnt Fleld Activ¡ty Research and lnvestlgat¡ons Team (RlT): The VNOSMP reported
Refno# 1329
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that the Vietnamese had interviewed Doan Duc Liem, but he had indicated he did not directly observe any
crash sites. (REF: MSG DRI of SRT 1329 280732 JUL97)
May 1997, Oral Hlstory lnterview: Nguyen Cong Huan, current chíef of statf of the Quang Binh Province
youth association. Huan was too young to be a wartime participant in the volunteer youth. He said they did
not keep regular records since thay were not a regular unit. Huan suggested the following witnesses:
Vo Trong Bao (Vox Trongj Baof) Xuan Thuy Village, Le Thuy District;
Luong Thi Kim Tien (Lwong Thij Kim Tieens), Van Hoa Village, Tuyen Quang District;
Tran Van Xang fl-raanf Vawn Xangj), Quang Trach Village, Bo Trach District;
Nguyen Thi Kim Cung (Kim Cungx), Bac Ly Ward, Dong Hoi Town;
Nguyen Thi Nay (Naayj), Quang Long Mllage, Quang Trach Distric{;
Ngo Van Truyen (Ngoo Vawn Truyeen), Minh Hoa Village, Minh Hoa District;
Dao Viet Thau (Daof Vieets Thaaur), Nghia Ninh VÍllage, Dong Hoi Town.
(Ref: None)
May 1997, Oral History lnterview: Dao Viet Thau was a former political officer of the 7th Volunteer Youth
Company. He described the organization of the volunteer youth and said that 19 companies comprised the
Route 2d "construction site." Before November 1965, what became Route 20 was called the Route 16 site,
encompassing Kim Thuy, Ngan Thuy, and Phu Thuy villages. [Analyst note: wartime topographical maps
identified this road at Route 137, which became Route 912 upon crossing into Laosl. ln November 1965, he
and the 7th Company began work on the Route 20 site and stayed there untilJuly 1967, They worked
between Km 17 and 54. The area was virtually unpopulated due to its remoteness and U.S. bombing' He
described three downings during his tenure, two of which preceded the Case 1329 incident and one that
occurred in 1972.
He named the following individuals as possible witnesses: Vo Trong Bao (Vox Trongj Baof) who
serued as the deputy chief of the Quang Binh Youth Association during July 1967 to September 1-972; and
Le Cong Thu (Le'e doong Thus) who asiumed command of the 7th Volunteer Youth Company after Thau left
and is ãcurreÀt resident of Dong My Ward, Dong HoiTown; and Mr, Tho flhoj) former commander of the
4th Quang Binh 12.7m¡ AA,¡A company. (Ref: 1909122Dec971
December 1997, 48th Joint Field Act¡vlty: Team interviewed four witnesses who had no information on
this case.
.4\ Le Ba Cuong (Border Defense Group Deputy Commander at KM 54) knew about five crash sites, butÞ/ he witnessed only ohe incident, a 1972 crash at Kilometer 16. Later he visited crash sites at Km 43 (Case
?) 
- 
Km 4G (l â¡ed; 1 ejected, Case ?); a reconnaissance prop plane near Km 52 (no inform-ation on fate
' lTcrewmen, Case ?); and one jet crash at Km 61 (Heard one Lieutenant Colonel ejected and forces
searched for him, but Cuong did not know what happened to him, Case 1698?),
Nguyen Dai Nghia (12.7mm Battery Commander, 7th Youth) knew of three incidents: 1) A fighter
aircraft wãs-shot dowñ ¡n fu,iarch 1966 neai Km 14 marker, 2) Late afternoon in late 1969, shot an aircraft
that he heard crashed near Km 68 in Laos, 3) At about 1700 hours on an unspecified day in 1966, a 37mm
AAA gun from Binh Tram 14 (8T14) shot down what Nghia thought was an A1 (propeller) aircratt, lt crashed
in a mountainous jungle eree near the Ca Roong Stream and Km 54, Nghia had no information on the fate
of any of the crews.
- 
Le Cong Thu (7th Youth Company Commander) stated that at approximately 1'100-'1200 hours, in
October-November 1968, his unit shot down an F-105 near Km 54. Also, during the dry season of 1969
[which standardly runs from November to Apríl], an unknown unit shot down an A-6 flying low, and it crashed
Refno # 13eg
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near Km 68, on the þorder, tn the generalarea of Nui Dai Ngang. Lots of SAR activity ensued, and he
assumed the pilot was rescued.
Nguyen Phu Tho (12.7mm Battery commander) described the capture of one American in 1966
(Case 0240). He described five incidents that probaþly ínvolved rescued aviators and one downing of a C-
130 (Case 1807). (Ref: DRI Special Remains Case 1329, 0607122Jan98)
May 1998, fl)th Jolnt Fleld Actlvfty: While investigating another case (1816), team interviewed three
former members of the volunteer youth:
Nguyen Thi Nay served in the Route12l15 area, not Route 20, with Team 732, (a,k.a, C2, D73).
Tran Van Xang also served in the Boute 12115 a¡ea, as commander of Team 75. He asserted that
Luong Thi Kim Tien had served with Ïeam 73 and only worked a short stretch of road, and would not know
anything about U.S. losses.
Nguyen Thi Kim Cung operated on Route 12A up until February 1967, at which time he moved to Ba
Trai area, south of Gianh Ferry. From 1968-72,he served in Quang Tri. (Ref: DRI of Case 1816,24A7022
Jun 98)
September 2000, 62nd Joint F¡eld Actiúty: Joint team returned to survey the crash site and search for the
two graves. A Vietnamese team first swept the site with metal detectors and marked possible unexploded
ordnance. Dinh Nhot, previously interviewed inAugust 1989, said he observed a burning aircraftcrash into
the hills near where he was stationed. He did not visit the site until about one month later, and he had been
there numerous times since. He never saw any remains.
The team searched the sudace of the crash site area, fínding small pieces of unidentifiable wreckage,
The area of old Route 20, which was used during wartime, was also searched. LocalVietnamese officials
pointed out where they believed Kilometer Marker 54 had been located; it was now Kilometer Marker 51.
Team found no signs of a burial, but did locate two large cratêrs (viciníty of XE 2780 1555). The team
thought these might have been the rocket strikes that reportedly killed one crewman. No signs of a burial
site could be found nearby, The team recommended searching again, spending one whole day near the road
and a second near the crash site. (Ref: DRI of Case 1329,2620162 Oct 00)
January 2002,68th Jolnt Field Act¡vity: VNOSMP reported that Mr. Ngoiwas in extremely poor health and
would be unable to attend an interview or lead a team to the burialsite. Team could not fly to the site itself
due to jnclement weather, (Ref: DRI Case 1329, 20Aü22 Feb 02)
May 2003, 73rd Joint Field Activily: Nguyen Huu Ngoi again reported information on th¡s case and how he
came to photograph the two aviators. He could not recall the names of the guides that took him to the areas
where he took the photos. One pilot was buried in proxlmity of the crash site in the direction of Route 20
(NFl). Mr. Ngoí guided the team to the alleged burial site of a First Lieutenant using terrain association, but
he was only able to idenfify a general area. Mr, Ngoi could only walk with great ditficulty, had to be carried
most of the time, and required frequent breaks.
The joint team thoroughly searched the area he pointed out, paying special attention to craters. A
local official said that several recently dug holes in the area were made by a man who was killed by
unexploded ordnance. The area searched included the area around the Kilometer 54 marker, which was at
XE 27873 1551 1. The VNOSMP reported that there were no persons living in the area at the time. Ïeam
surveyed the crash síte at XE 27364 18189 (XE 27850 17550 on the map), finding a piece of unexploded
ordnance, and also searched sevelal craters along the road. The tsam assessed there was a high probability
of more unexploded ordnance in the area. (Ref: DRI Case 1329, 0209022 Jun 03)
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October 2005, 83rd Joint Field Activity: While investigating another case, the Research and lnvestigation
Team (RlÎ) obtained additional information that may correlate to Case 0761 (resolved), Case 1105
(unresolved), or Case 1329 (unresolved). Mr. Mai lngoc Dong, former communications specialist with
Volunteer Youth Team 25 from July 1965 to early 1970, provided secondhand information on the crash of a
U.S. aircraft. While on duty in the headquarters of Volunteer Youth Team 25 during the 1967-1968
timeframe, Mr, Mai lngoc Dong heard a report from members of the 458th Company that an aircraft had
crashed at kilometer marker 54, af Route 20, near Ca Roong Harnlet, Thuong Trach Village, Bo Trach
District, Quang Binh Province. The aírcratt was described as an AD.6 (A-1) and the remains of an aviator
were in the plane. Mr. Dong never visited the site and did not know about any associated grave; howover, he
identified Mr. Pham Viet Hung, a former 458th Company member, as a person who had visited the crash site
and viewed the aviator's remains. Mr. Hung resides in Ngai Tri Hamlet, Liem Tuyen Village, Thanh Liem
District, Ha Nam Province, Vietnam. (Analyst Note: Both the Case 1105 and Case 1329 loss incidents
involved F-4 aircraft. ïhe aircraft involved in the Case 076.1 incident was aT-28, an aircraft very similar in
appearance to an A-1 aircraft). (Ref: RIT AIR for 83rd JFA, 1221542 Dec 05)
August 2010, Jolnt Fleld Actlvlty 10-4VM (1(Ðth JFA): An investigation team interviewed Mr. Pham Viet
Hung, a 458th Company veteran, who provided information concerning the November 1967 crash of an
aircraft and his subsequent observation of the body of an American pilot near Route 20, in Quang Binh
Province. The hope was that his information might correlate with case'1329, lt clearly did not. Mr. Hung
served in the Co Roong Ford area (48Q XE 279171) until March 1968. He was not present in that area at
the time of the case 1329 loss incident, his information possibly correlates with another case tr (Ref:
DRI Case 132e, 13233e2 Oct 2010) (ÈG)
May2013, Jolnt Fleld Actlvlty 13-gVM (f 1lth JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Team (RlT)
interviewed two veterans of the 280th Air Defense Regiment, Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Dau and Mr. Le Duc Qua.
Both individuals provided information that correlates to Case 1329.
- Mr. Dau, who commanded the 105th AAA Battalion, witnessed anF-4 shot down on 25 November 1968
and saw both pilots eject. One parachute landed near the 1st Company's 37mm AAA battery. Personnel
from this battery left their position to capture the pilot. Mr. Dau was in a vehicle approaching the pos¡tion
when a bomb strike killed the captured pilot, and Mr. Dau was wounded. The pilot, a 1st Lieutenant, was
buried several hours later at the location where he died, near the eastern edge of Route 20. Three days
after the incident, a PAVN photographer requested the remains be exhumed so he could take pictures. The
body was then reburied in its original location. Mr. Dau knows the burial site and is willing to point it out to a
future joint team, Mr. Dau sent three soldiers from the Battalion HQ to capture the second pilot, reportedly a
Lieulenant Colonel (sic). This pilot was kilfed the next morning when he resisted capture and his body was
not buried. Mr, Dau has never been to the crash site or the location where the second pilot was killed,
ahhough he was given a map taken from the slain pilot, which he turned over to the joint team. ïhe map is a
1:250,000 scale U.S. DoD Escape & Evasion Chart (EVC) inscribed "so!¡venir' at 1400 on 26 November 1968
(Mau Than) at kilometer 54, Ka Rong, Route 20, shot down one F-4H and captured two bandit pilots. This is
the map of the Lieutenant Colonel staff officer (sic)'who was shot and killed on the spot by the capturing
group (600 meters west of the road as the bird flies). C1-D105-E280 (signature illegible) lNote; C1-D105-
8280 banslates as 1st Company, 105th Battalion, 280th Regimentl
- Mr. Qua was a communications soldier attached to the 280th AAA Regimental HQ and observed the shoot
down of the aircraft by the Regimental observation station. he saw both parachutes and estimated that one
landed near kilometer marker 51 on Route 20 and the second landed near kilometer 54.5 (sic), on Route 20.
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He heard (primarily from Mr. Dau) that the first parachute was that of a Lieutenant Colonel (sic) who was
killed resisting capture and the second was a First Lieutenant who died in a bomb strike and was buried
where he fell. Mr, Qua knows the second burial site (of the First Lieutenant), located 20-30 meters east of
Route 20 and was willing to point it out to a joint team. He does not know the location where the Lieutenant
Colonel warj killed, and he never went to the crash site. (Ref: DRt of Case 1329 conducted during Joint
Field Activþ 13-3VM (1 11th JFA), 2503502 Jun 13)
August 2013, Joint Field Ast¡vity 13.4VM (f 12th JFA): Ihe Research and lnvestigatíon Team (RlT)
interviewed two veterans of the 103rd Battalion, 280th Air Defense Regiment concerning Case 1329.
- Mr. Dau Van Viet, a former gunner in the 9th Company, 103rd Battalion, described his discovery of an intact
human skeleton in September 1969. The remains were in close proximity to an F-4 crash site, approximately
300-400 meters northwest of Route 20, neqr the Co Roong ford in Quang Binh Province. He lett the remains
wherê they lay.
- Mr. Nguyen Thanh Chi related his first-hand observatíon of the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft in November
1968 near kilometer marker 54 on Route 20 in Quang Binh Province. He observed one parachute clearly
and a second parachute that opened at a lower altitude and may not have fully deployed. Mr. Chi heard that
the body of one crewman was buried near Route 20. He heard that the second crewman was shot and killed
while resisting capture and may not have been buried, (Ref: DRI of Case 1329 conducted during 13-4VM
(11zth JFA), 2108002 Oct 13)
March 2014, Joir¡t Fíeld Ac{ivity 14-2VM (114th JFA}: The Research and lnvestigation Team (RlT) met
with Mr. Le Huy Chinh, and former squad leader of the Sth Squad, Sth Platoon, Sth Volunteer Youth
Company, serving under the command of the 2nd Engineer Battalion, Binh Tram 14 (Troop Station 14). Mr,
Chinh related that on a day in probably August of 1968, his squad was located a few hundred meters west of
Route 20, in tho vicinity of the Ca Roong ford (a8Q XE 279 171 (lndia Thai datum)) when they heard gunfire
to the south and witnessed a stricken aircraft heading in their direction. They saw one pilot eject and ran to
the area to capture him. They found him on a ridge {XE 27A 1ß) with his helmet off, parachute still clipped
on, and talking on a hand-held radio. They captured him, took his gear and were intending to turn him over
to a formal military unil when they were forced to take cover as U.S. aircraft began bombing the area. When
the bombing ceased after a few minutes, they emerged from cover to discover the pilot had been killed by
the bombing. Thye buried him in a fresh bomb crater 6-7 meters away. They supposedly did not report the
capture of death of the pilot to higher headquarters. Mr. Chinh said they visitod the actual aircraft crash site
two or three days later (indicated as near the southeast comer of grid square XE27 20), and although they
saw no other body, they noticed a "terrible stench" of decomposition suggesting that another body was
nearby. Mr. Chinh named two other individuals from his youth group who were with him during the incident;
Mr. Nguyen Huu Vay and a Mr. Binh. (Bef: DRI of Case 1329, O7A723ZMay 14)
June 2014, Joint Field Act¡vfty 14-3VM (f 15th JFA): An investigation tearn re-interviewed Messrs. Nguyen
Ngoc Dau, age 81, former Commander of the 105th AAA Battalion, Group 559, and Le Duc Qua, age 65,
former communications soldier oT 47th Company, 280th Air Defense Regiment. Three other potential
witnesses, Messrs. Le Huy Chinh, Nguyen Huu Vay, and Do Van Viet, were unavailable for interview. Both
PAVN veterans provided áccounts cõnéistent with iheir interviews during JFA 13-3VM; new insights from Mr.
Dau being that he recalled the time of incident as 1400 hours, that he saw red and green parachutes leave
the stricken aircraft, and that the lieutenant had his right leg broken when captured. He recalled this pilot as
being very young, farge build, with yellow hair, light skin, and wearing a leaf-colored flight suit. Mr, Dau's
subordinates surrendered this pilot's lD media, papers, and radio he had been carrying, which Mr. Dau
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subsequently sent back to 260th Regimental headquarters. This pilot was buried in his uniform and boots, in
a 60 centimeters deep grave, at the only flat area east of Route 20, with a dirt mound resulting over the
grave, Mr. Ðau stated that the exhumation conducted in order for a photographer to take pictures of the
body, occurred five days later, rather than the three days that he cited during JFA 13-gVM, and he asserted
that the body was reburied in the same grave, The only new insights he offered into the disposition of the
Lieulenant Colonel (sic) who was killed, was that he recalled him as being of large build, white skin and
wearing a leaf-colored flight suit, and that Mr. Dau's subordinates did not attempt to bury or cover that
crewrnan atter killing him.
New insights provided by Mr, Qua were that the aircraft had been shot down by AAA fire, and burst into
flames. He recalled hearsay accounts of the captured lieutenant having two broken legs. Mr. Qua further
specified that the bomb that killed the American lieutenant and injured Mr. Ðau was a cluster bomb.
The team conducted a pedestrian/subsurface search of a 40 by 20 meter area of the alleged burial site (48Q
XE 27679 17075, site # VM03267) using metal detectors, but was unable to find any evidence of remains,
personal etfects, or a burial. Shrubs and elephant grass cover the area, but it had at one time been cultivated
for corn, and in 2012, the adjacent Provincial Highway 20 (wartime Route 137) had been widened and paved.
(Ref: ÐRl of Case 1329 Gonducted During JFA 14-3VM , A221192 Sep 1 4)
August 2014, Jolnt Field Activity 14-4VM (116th JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Team re-
interviewed Mr. Le Huy Chinh and interviewed Mr. Do Van Viet. A third desired witness, Mr. Nguyeen Huu
Vay was unavailable for interview
Mr. Do Van Viet, a former 37mm AAA gunner of 9th Company, 103rd AAA Battalion, 280th Air Defense
Regiment, provided hearsay information about anF-4 shoot down which correlated to resolved Case 1253.
He provided additional information on one other F-4 crash site near the Ca Roong River (Thuong Trach
district, Quang Binh province). None of Mr. Viet's information correlated to Case 1329. 4
Mr. Le Huy Chinh recalled that on an unknown date during the 1968 dry season [standardly runs from
November - Aprill, while stationed at the A Ky ford, he heard a AAA battery open fire and witnessed an F-4
trailing fire and smoke, heading in his direction, from the north. He witnessed one parachute emerge from
the aircraft and with his squad, ran to the area to capture the pilot. They found the pilot sitting and tialking on
his hand-held radio. He was described as Caucasian, dark hair, neatly trimmed sideburns, with his left thigh
soaked in blood, and his namê tag ended with I The pilot reportedly surrendered, once threatened with
weapons. They began to take the pilot down the ridge to their position when other aircratt began to bomb
the area. They pushed the pilot down and took cover. After the bombing, they emerged from cover to find
that the pilot had been killed - suffered a large wound to the chest. They then dragged the pilot's body 20
meters upslope and buried him with his equipment in a bomb crater less than one metêr deep. He was
placed head up slope (west) in the grave and a small dirt mound piled over him, yet the grave was not
marked. They reportedly did not formally report the death and burial. Approximately 10 days later, on patrol
near the area, Mr. Chinh and his squad encountered a terrible stench in the area. Mr. Chinh cannot
remember the nameS of any other members of his squad. He later heard that someone from the Quang
Binh provincial militia headquarters exhumed a body for photographs but did not know if it was the body he
had buried a few weeks prior. Mr, Chinch identified a 20 by 20 meter area encompassing a dirt mound whlch
he said was similar to the one where he had buried the pilot (48Q XE 27630 1641 1), (Ref: DRI of Case
1329, 2820412 Oct 14)
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March 2015, Jolnt Fleld Activity IS2VM (118th JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Team (RlT)
interviewed five witnesses of the Sth Gompany, 2nd Engineer Battalion, Binh Tram 14.
- Mr. Dinh Ngoc Son was a direct witness to the shoot down of anF-4 aircraft and a participant in the
capture and subsequent burial of one of the two crewmembers of this aircraft. The American was a field
grade officer who was accidentally killed by a U.S. airstrike. Mr. Son helped bury the American on a hillside
nearkilometermarkers52-53onRoute20.Mr.SonidentifiedaphotographoftheremaínsofE
as the individual he helped bury, - On 25 November 1968, at approximately 1200-1300 hours, white f 5J(¿¡
stationed in the Ca Roong area (vicínity 48Q XE 271 171) of western Quang Binh Province, Mr. Son
witnessed the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft. The burning aircraft crashed near the waterfall at Ca Roong
and two crewmembers parachuted from the plane. One of the two crewmembers, a Lieutenant Colonel,
landed near Mr. Son's position. He and Mrs Vu Thi Minh, who was a member of a volunteer youth unit,
quickly went to capture the American. When they found him, they saw he was sever€ly ínjured, with both
thighs broken just below the groin. The pilot was caucasian, weighed approximately 90 kilograms, and was
'1.8-1.9 meters tall. He sunendered immediately and said in Vietnamese that he should be taken to Hanoi.
Mrs Minh took the pilot's pistol and radio so he could not signal search and rescue forces. By this time,
several members of the anti-aircratt unit that shot down the aircraft arrived at the pilot's localion. The group
confiscated items including survival gear from the pilot's seat kit and a parachute. Mr. Son did not know what
became of these items. ln anticipation that SAR forces would attempt to rescue the two downed pilots, Mr.
Son's unit arranged itself in hastily dug fortifications encircling the downed pilot in order to ambush U,S,
aircraft when they anived. Approximately two hours later, a helicopter flew into the area and hovered over
The pilot and the helicopter crew established visual contact with each other and the heficopter
Someone from Mr. Son's unit opened fire on the helicopter, which then flew away
concealment anticipating U.S. aircraft to retum. Shortly thereafter, AD-6 [A-1
Skyraider] aircraft strafed the area with rockets, After the rocket att¡ack, Mr. Son and members of his unit
came out of hiding and discovered the pilot had been killed by the rocket attack, with a fatal wound to the
back of his head, BT-14 authorities ordered the burial of the pilot, and a PAVN photo-journalist
photographed the body (still in his flight suit) prior to the burial. Memþers of Mr. Son's combat engineer unit
along with some of 1¡s AAA unit members buried the pilot in a meter-deep ho[e, some three meters from
wfrere the pilot was killed. The pilot was buried clad only in a white t-shirt and boxer shorts. Approximately
10 days later, the body was briefly exhumed for another photograph and then reburied. The grave was
located on the side of a hill, south of Ca Roong, approximately 100 meters above Route 20, between
kilometer markers 52 and 53. Mr. Son believes he could stillfind the grave and is willing to assist a Joint
Team in this effort,
- Mr, Son had only hearsay information concerning the other U.S. crewmember, The unit involved
with this pilot was the lst Combat Engineer Battalion, (as opposed to Mr. Son's 2nd Battalion). The two_
battalion were only 20-30 meters apart, but separated by a small stream. His unit heard over the radio from
the 1st Battalion that the other pilot was a Second Lieutenant who landed north of Ca Roong, near kilometer
marker 49 of Route 20. His parachute had become entangled in a tree and he was already dead when the
lst Battalion members found him, Mr. Son had no further details concerning this pilot or his burial.
- Mr. Le Van Lam provided credible hearsay information about the Amerícan field grade officer killed
and buried near kilometer markers 52-53 on Route 20, Though he did not view the body or participate ín the
þurial, he was stationed in the area for six years and knew the grave location. - He confirmed this incident
as the same one described by Mr. Son, although he described the downed aircraft as an F-105. He heard
that one of the pilots, a Second Lieutenant, landed near kilometer marker 49 of Route 20. The other pilot
was a Lieutenant Colonef who landed on a híll between km markers 52 and 53 of Route 20. The Sth
n
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Company r€ceived ordsrs to capture this pilot, but because Mr. Lam was the platoon leader, he stayed in
place and detailed Mr. Bui Cong Quyet to capture the American. The pilot was wounded in the legs and
subsequently killed by U.S. airstrikes. The pilot was later buried 100 meters above Route 20. A week or so
later, the dead pilot was exhumed for photographs and then reburied. Although Mr. Lam did not participate
in the burial or reburial, he knew the grave's location, having seen it many times while stationed in the area.
He is willing to assist a joint team in relocating the grave.
- Mr, Bui Cong Quyet was a direct witness to the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft, Mr, Quyet's
information corroborated that of Mr. Lam and Mr. Son concerning the Lieutenant Colonel pilot on the hillside,
subsequently killed by U.S. airstrikes. Hw was a participant in the exhumation and reburial of one of the U.S,
field grade pilot, He believes he can stillfind the grave and is willing to assist a ioint team in a search to
locate the remains,
- Mrs. Vu Thi Minh was a direct witness to the shoot down of an F-4 aircratt and a participant in the
capture of one of the two crewmembers of this aircratt, She did not participate in the burial and did not
believe she could assist in finding the grave location.
- Mr. Nguyen Huu Vay wás a direct w¡tness to the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft and he viewed one of
ths two crewmembers of this aircraft. He did not participate in the burial and did not believe he could assist
in finding the grave location. He did, however, positively identify a photograph of I as the U'S.
crewrneñrber Ée saw. (òfql
(Ref: DRI of Case 1329 Conducted During Joint Field Activity '15-2VM, 1OO741zApr 15) rv'rr/Þ/if
May ãt15, Jolnt Fleld Actlvlty 15-3VM (11gth JFA): A joint team re-interviewed Mr. Dinh Ngoc Son Mr.
Nguyen Huu Vay, and Mr. Nguyen Ðuc Lam. All three witnesses reíterated their testimonies from JFA 15'
eVM and then aôcompanied the Joint Team to the incident location. Mr. Son was able to identify a24 by 14
meter area as the probable buria! site (48Q XE 267 164). A survey of the area revealed no discernable
evidence of a buriâ|. (Ref: DRI of Case 1329 Conducted During Joint Field Activity 15-3VM, Q717552 Ocl
15)
t¡
PHoToS:Numerousphotoshavebeenreceivedforthiscase,themostimportantdepicting-
intact remains. Another showed identification media for both men. Vietnamese information identified several
òhotos showing the aircraft wreckage from this incident. COAI
MUSEUM: 280th Air Defense Museum had data plate with a receipt, both alleged to come from this incident.
Pistolatthismuseumcorrelatedtodbyserialnumber.Alsoapossibleflightchecklist.
IIUSEUM: The Çentral Army Museum in Hanoi had a museum item receipt and data plate said to belong to
aircraft shot down 23 November 1968 in western Quang Binh. Data plate is for F4 -- probably relates to
Case 1 327. Au Defense Museum had signal flare receipt for which identifies it with this aircraft.
RECORDS: 1. The Military Region 4 shoot down record cited Case 1329 aircraft as being downed-by
Battafion 73,21gthAir Defense hegiment, at Co Roong Ford, on Route 20. No indication on fate of crew,
2. Quang Binh list of U.S. casualties notes both men and that their bodies were buried at Kilometer
54, Route 20.
3. Military Region 4'Killed and Torn Apart' roster says both remains obliterated, implying failure to
recover the remains; should not be taken as a literaldescription,
4.1978 central government list of remains not recovered says both men's graves were lost.
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RECORDS: V95C388. Vietnamese reports on the 84 Special Remains Team Cases, provided to the U.S,
on 13 May 1995. Report recommends determining unit and troops stationed in this area in 1 968 and finding
and interviewing retired militia members who have experience with Quang Binh and Bo Trach teams.
REPORT OF UNILATERAL INVESTIGAilON, PROVIDED 24 JUNE 1996: VNOSMP noted that Mr. Ngoi
had suffered a stroke and was half paralyzed. lf they can organize and ensure safe passage for him, willtry
to get him to the site and help search for the graves. Said only military and youth assault teams were
stationed in this area during the war. These units moved frequently, were replaced, or were subsequently
dispersed. Many have died, and the youth assault groups have disbanded. (Ref: JTF-FA, 1007122 Sep 96)
ocToBER 1996, MEETTNG Wrn VNOSMP ON UNI-ATERAL REOUESTS: VNOSMP reported that in
cases where they had been asked to search for veterans from the 280th Air Defense Regiment, including
Case 1329, that the Vieframese and the U.S. have attempted to locate records from this unit. VNOSMP had
returned to the unit to search for more records but found nothing, VNOSMP recommended against returning
to this unit but instead concentrate continued investigation in other areas.
JUNE 1997, REPORT OF UNILATERAL VIETNAMESE INVESTIGATION: The VNOSMP followed up on
information from a former military officer in Quang Binh Province, Tran Su, who had identified a potential
source who might be able to identify former members of Youth Assault Groups that had served in the
province. These unÍts were made up of young men and women who supported the military, often by building,
maintaining, and repairing strategic roads. The VNOSMP reported that the witness Mr. Su identified (Doan
Duc Lien) could not help, but Lien recommended talking to Nguyen Cong Huan, the chief of staff of the
province youth association. (Huan had been interviewed unsuccessfully in May 1997, as per ioint
investigation section narrative above.) (REF: MSG ÐTG 1OO712Z SEP 96)
VIETNAM NEWS AGENCY ARCHIVES: ln 1999-2000, U,S. researchers re-inventoried the photos of the
Vietnam News Agency. They found seven photos related to this case, copies of the photos described above.
VIETNAMESE HISTORY: 1999 history of Route 20 (Duong 20 Quyet Thang), p. 140 identifies youth assault
(thanh nien xung phong--TNXP) groups operaling in the area. Company 23 TNXP Ha Tinh was at Ca
Roong. Company 25 TNXP Nam Ha was at Kilometer 68. See p. 160, which ldentífies Dr. Hoof Hoong Hati
as commander of Phaaux Thuaati 2 at Kilometer 68.
Joint Field Act¡vity l3-1VM (109th JFA): The Vietnamese Advance Work (AW) Team interviewed 48
veterans of Binh Tram 1a firoop Station 14) who did not provide any information relating to Case 1329' The
team also interviewed two veterans of the 280th Anti-Aircraft Artillery 6AA) Regiment who provided specific,
detailed information that correlates to Case 1329. Mr, Le Duc Qua and Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Dau provided
detailed information on the aircraft shoot down, and the ejection of both pilots, They reported the Lieutenant
Colonel (sic) resisted capture and was shot and killed during the capture attempt. The First Lieutenant
crewman was successfrilly captured, but was killed by U.S. aircraft bombing the area to suppress the. anti-
aircraft fire in order to tacil¡tató a rescue attempt. At ieast one of the two individuals indicated he could be of
assistance in locating the burial site of the U.S. Lieutenant. (more detailed information included in Joint
tnformation section OS/19, l3-3VM / 111th JFA) (Ref; Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work Conceming
Case 1329, dtg 3007082Jan 13)
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June 2013, Jolnt Field Actlvlty 13€VM (1f lth JFA): The Vietnamese Advance Work Team interviewed
four individuals who provided information relating to Case 1329;
- Mr. Nguyen Thanh Chi, while seruing as the Watch Officer of the 105th Battalion, 280th AdA Regiment,
witnessed the shoot down of an F-4 on 25 or 26 November 1969, He ident¡fied the l st Cornpany, 1 05th
Baüalion as the unit responsible for the shoot down, and atter hearing that one of the crew had been
captured, was en route to the area when he heard that the captured pilot had been killed. This information
was passed to him by two members of a volunteer youth unit, Ms. Vinh and Ms. Xuan.
- Mr. Do Van Viet, a former member of the 9th Company, 103rd Battalion, 280th AAA Regiment, related that
while his unit was stationed at kilometer marker 54 on Route 20 in Thuong Trach village (Bo Trach District,
Quang Binh Province) in approx. February 1969, he and other soldiers from his unit discovered the wreckage
of an F-4 aircraft 300 meters northwest of Route 20. About 20 meters from the tail of the aircraft, they found
intact skeletal remains, with a pair of "American-style" boots. The skullcontained intact teeth, three of which
were gold. The did not discover any clothing or personal etfects, although they did find a green parachute
hung up atop a clump of bamboo. The remains were left unburied and Mr. Viet did not hear of anyone else
everburying them, He then related information of another incident that occurred during November-
December ig68 near the Xuan Son Ferry (48Q XE 387 479') in which an F-4 was shot down and two pilots
were captured and one later died, He directly witnessed the shoot down of the F-4, with both pilots eiecting.
He later heard that both of the pilots were captured (one reportedly being an Australian and one an
American). The American was said to have been shot and wounded while violently resisting capture. Three
days later, while the two prisoners were being escorted to the Regiment, the American pilot diedof hi1
wounds and was buried near a lime kiln in the vicinity of Chot hamlet, Son Trach village (south of the Trooc
River and southwest of the Xuan Son Ferry).
- Mr. Nguyen Ngoc Dau, the former Commander of the 105th Battalion, 280th fifip¡ fsglrnent, (interviewed
by the RIT Team during the 109th JFA - see the Joint lnvestigatíons entry) reconfirmed that he was a
pärticipant to the captuie and burial of the lst Lieutenant who was shot down in an F-4 on 25 November
1 968.
- Mr. Le Duc Qua, former member of the 47th Communications Company, 280th AAA Regiment, had only
second-hand hearsay information about the F-4 shoot down, capture, death and burial of one pilot, as related
to him by Mr. Dau.
- Site Surveys:
- ¡lr. Do Van Viet could not accurately determine the location where he found aircraft wreckage and
¡emains in February 1969.
- Mr. Nguyén Ngoc Dau, after much deliberation, was able to determine the burial location for the
deceased 1st Li, ápprox-. 250 meters from the sûsam ford, "next to" Rt. 20, near the position of the 1st Co,,
105th Bn identitying the site as located at 48Q XE 27688 1706'l ,
- Note: Joint teârns have identified and correlated the 1329 crash site at 48Q XE 277 1 79, approximately
300 meters northwest of the nearest section of Route 20. Mr. Viet's account of discovery of aircratt
wreckage and remains'appears to correlate with the Case 1329 pilot 
-while 
Mr. Dq.l'.t account
appearð to corretate with the Case '1329 backseater (1 Lt Francisco), (Ref: Vietnamese Advance Work
ieport - Case 1329, 0902412 Oct 13) (b)b)
August 2013, Joint Field Ac,t¡vlty 13.4VM (1f ãh JFA): The Vietnamese Advance Work Team located and
interviewed 14 veterans of the Thãnh Hoa Volunteer Youth Group and an additional 12 veterans of the 280th
A/AA Reg¡ment, none of whom were able to provide any information on the Case 1329 loss incident. (Ref:
Vietnamese Advance Work Report Concerning Case 1329, A7A7222 Jan 14)
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December 2014, Jolnt Flelci Activity 15-1VM (117th JFA): The VNOSMP team rntervrewed mree veterans
of the Volunteer Youth Group attached to the 5th Company, 2nd Engineer Battialion, PAVN Binh Tram 14(8T14), (A Binh Tram was a North Vietnamese military way station on the Ho Chi Minh Trail,)
Mr. Nguyen Huu Vay provided hearsay information concerning the death of both U,S. pilots
associated with the case. He claimed to know the area of the burial of one of the pilots. Mr, Vay recalled
that around midday in 1968-1969, 12.7mm and 37mm AAA units subordinate to 8T14, shot down anF-4.
Two pilots ejected near the Ca Roong ford along Route 20. One caucasian pilot, possibly a captain, landed
on a hill, one kilometer from the Ca Roong ford in the direction of Pha Long Dai, Mr. Vay heard that the pilot
was killed on the spot and buried by soldiers ând volunteer youth personnel. He did not personally know the
buriaf location of this pílot. The other pilot, a major, sutfered a broken leg and landed near his unit's position.
Mr. Vay's unit was ordered to capture the pilot, but was unable to do so, as he was killed by U.S. aircraft
rocket strikes. Volunteer youth and AAA soldiers buríed the pilot. Mr, Vay did not participate in the burial,
but knew of the area of the pilot's grave.
- Mrs. Vu Thi Minh and Mr. Dinh Ngoc Son, both veterans of the Volunteer Youth Group, provided
first-hand information concerning their participatíon in the capture, death, and buríal of one of the U,S. pilots,
and also provided hearsay information on another. They recalled the midday shoot down of an F-105 (sic)
by the 27mml12.7mm AAA unit attached to 8T14. The aircraft crashed at the Ca Roong ford and the two
pílots ejected, died, and were buried by soldiers and volunteer youth personnel. One pilot ejected and died
while suspended in the top of a tree in the area of Km 49, north of the ford. The pilot was a Second
Lieutenant and caucasian. Personnel of Volunteer Youth unit 115, Team 263, along with soldiers from
BT14's 12.7mm AA¡A unit buried the pilot. Mr. Son did not participate in this burial, but knows the locat¡on of
the grave. The other pilot was caucasian and a Lieutenant Colonel landed nelft to Mr. Son's unil's positions,
The pilot was seriously injured with two broken legs, but was able to use his survival radio to contact rescue
forces. Mr. Son and Mrs. Minh approached the pilot, pulled down his parachute, and confiscated hÍs
handgun, knife, and other personal equipment. Seven soldiers from the light AAA unit assisted Mr. Son and
Mrs. Minh in the capture. They claimed that a U.S. rescue helicopter approached the injured pilot and
lowered a rope ladder, but because of his broken legs, the pilot was unable to climb up. The PAVN forces
fired on the helicopter and forced it to depart. The Vietnamese retreated to a combat trench some 50-100
meters away as AD-6 [A-1 Skyraiders] attacked the Vietnamese held positions, When the airstrikes were
over, the Vietnamese discovered the pifot had been killed by the rocket süikes, Mr. Son and Mrs. Minh
participated in the burial of the pilot's body. About 10 days later, the pilot's body was exhumed for
photographs and then reburied in the same spot. (Ref: Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work Report
Concerning Case 1329,1107122 Mar 15)
Knowledqeabil itv Assessngnt
Vietnam has demonstrated extensive knowledge of this loss, but we have no evidence that officials
recovered these men's remains.
Case Cgordination Chronolgv:
Re{ogrdlnallon
A--JOINT EXCAVATE VM (Site I VM 032ô7, Site 2 VM 03299)
A-.US RESEARCH HI (JFA 15-3VM IT1 AND JFA 15.3VM AW VM RIT REPORTS)
A--US RESEARCH JPAC EDB (SITE 1); JOINT INVESTIGATE VM RIT (1s-2VMXSITE 2)
A-JOTNT TNVESTIGATE VM R¡T (MR. LE HUY CH|NH)
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A-.JOINT INVESTIGATE VM RIT
A--US RESEARCH DPMO/JPAC (REAFFIRM)
A--US RESEARCH DPMO/JPAC (SKETCH AND lrR 0238 10)
A--JOTNT TNVESTTGATE VM RIT (REAFFIRM-2006)
A--JOTNT INVESTTGATE VM (4s8TH CO-- MR. HUNG)
A--USA RESEARCH (JPAC WIMAGERY)
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